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Statement  of   the   problem. This  study  ls  an  eff opt
toward  the  acquisition  of  an  accurate  tabulation  of  actual
human  behavior  in  terms   of  direction,  force  and  volume,   and
in  relation  to  certain  hereditary  and  environmental  factors,
in  order  to  arl.1ve  at  a   reasonably  accurate   estimate   of   the
general  level  of  integltity  as  well  as   the   sources  of   specific
types  of  behavior  and  the  best  procedure  f or  raising  the
level  of  integrity  among  public  high  school   students.
The   pl.oblem  as   concerned  ln  this   study  has  been
limited  i;o  an  attempt  to  portray  the  general  level  of  integrity
among  students   ln  public  high  schools   in  three  areas:     (1)
honesty;   (2)   acknowledgement  and  performance   of   personal
obligations;   {3)   social  responsibility.
Definition of   terms.
Integrity.    According  to  Webster,  integrity  includes
in  it;s   scope  moral  soundness;   honesty;   freedom  from  corrupt-
ing  influence  or  practice,  strictness  in  the  fulfillment  of
contracts,   and  the  discharge  of  agencies,   trusts  and  the
like,
Honesty.     truthfulness,  trustworthiness,   sincel.1ty,
fairness,   genulness,   frankness,   openness.
Personal Obligations.     shall  ref er  to  individual
relationships,   duties,   and  responsibilities.
Social responsiblllty.     shall  ref er  to  partlcipatlon
in  broader  civic,   cultural,  economic  and  religious  activities
of   the   community.
a onclus long .
Honesty.    Most   students  lack  a  well-clef ined  concept
of  what  is  honest  and  what  ls  not;   they   tend  to  be  more
demanding  of  honor  for  themselves  than  for  others;   they  are
not  usually  consistently  honest  or  dishonest,   but  are  mol.e
likely  to  be  consistently  honest;   than  consistently  dishonest.
Personal Obligations.     In  this  apeei,   survey  results
showed  students  had  reached'  a   higher  level  than  in  either  of
the  other  two  areas  studied.
Social Responsibility.     In  the  area  of  social  respon-
slbility,   the  level  of  students  sur.veyed  is  the  lowest  of  the
three.     Even  in  cases  where  an  unobjectionable  attitude  might
be  observed,   it  is  more  likely  to  be  passive   than  positive.
Resources  for  Research. The  research  was  based  largely
upon  the   previous  f indings  of  Haptshorne  and  pr_ay,   Dimook  and
Hendry,  Voelker,   and  others;   and  personal  survey  projects
among  three  high  school  test  groups,   two  anonymous  and  one
at   the  Appalachian  IIigh  School  Camp,  Banner  Elk,   North
Carolina.
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GHftpTER  I
INTRODUCTION
The  sp®otacle  of  a   clvlllzatlon  such  a8  the  Ameploan
demooraoy,  based  upon  the  8ssumptlon  that  human  beings   can
be  trusted,  while  the  most  flagrant  frauds,   deoeptlons  and
untrustworthln©ss  are  consistently  and  openly  practiced,
even  condoned,   or  at  least  not  overtly  disapproved,   1s
evidence  of  a   need  fop  assesanent  of  our  current  behavior
trends.1
Churches,   schools,  and  other  lnstltutions  annually
invest  mllllons  of  dollars  ln  so-called  ''charaoteza  educa-
tion,f'  but  little  has  been  done  to  produce  tanglbl®
estimates  of  the  results  ln  terms  of  over-all  integrity  ln
i n dl vi du a 1 s ®
Obviously,   1ntegrlty  Cannot  b®  reduced  to  a   speolflc
algebr81c  sum  of   tendencies,   attitudes  op  behavior®    Hou-
ovep,   as  Theodore  Lentz,   Jr®,   has   suggested,  t'Character
education  without   ch8raoter  measurement  would  appear  to  be
LThls  |s  not,  of  course,  presented  as  a  20th  Century
phenomenon  -or  exeluslv©1y  8n  Amerloan  one.     It  has
obviously  beea  a  pepennlal  one  fl.om  the  earlier  oivillza-
tlons*
2
as  logical  as  target  practice  ln  the  dark,  good  shots  and
poor  ones  being  equally  gratifying.W2
|f  we  Can  get  an  aocupate  tabulation  of  actual
human  behavior.  in  terms  of  direction,  force  and  volume  and
ln  relation  to  hereditary  and  environmental  factors,  1t
should  give  a  reasonably  aocurai;e  estimate  of  the  general
level  of  imtegpity  as  well  as  the  sources  of  specific  types
of  behavior  and  the  best  procedure  f or.  ralslng  the  level  of
lnte8rlty*
Statement  of  the  Problem.
__     .                  _    __
Since  the  public  schools
are  most  directly  involved  with  the  training  of  the  greatest
number  of  people;  and  since  by  their  high  school  years,
students  usually  have  a  pelatlvely  well-defined  pattern  of
behavior  as  well  as  reasonably  eonseious  standards  op  codes
of  ethics,   the  problem  as  concerned  ln  this  study  has  been
limited  to  an  attempt  to  portray  the  general  level  of
integrity  among  students  ln  public  high  schools  ln  three
areas:     {1)   honesty;   (2)   acknowledgment  and  performance  of
pepson81  obllgatlons;  and  {3)   social  responslbility®
2Theodor®  Lentz,   Jr.,  An
ment  of  i5
erlmental  Method  f op  the
a'p  {` IT6HTmspFDlscovep
Bureau  o
and  Develo
Ons,
sity,1923),  p.  2.
aract
oIIege,  Co  umbia  Unlver-EeEEhe-I-a   C
Deflnltlon  of  terms
___       _    _  _  _==  __    _
Integrity.    According  to  Webster,  integrity  includes
in  its   scope  moral  soundness;   honesty;   freedom  fl.orri  cot.rupt-
ing  influences  or  practice;   strictness  ln  the  fulfillment
of   contracts  and  discharge  of  agencies,   trusts,  and  the
like.3
Eonesty.
ness,  sincerity,
Personal
Honesty  includes  truthfulness,   trustwor.thi-
falrness,  genuiness,   frankness,   openness.4
Obligations.    This  term  shall  ref er  to
1ndlvidual  relationships,  duties  and  responsibilities.
Social Responsibility.    This   term  shall  refer  to
papticipatlon  in  broader  civic,   cultural,   econom.ic  and
religious  activities  of   the  community.
Control GLigTP_.    For  want  clf  a  better  term,   this  shall
be  used  to  ref er  to  8  group  of  students  subjected  to  a
number  of   tests  and  special  observations  for  research
3websterl s  International  Dictionary  e£ ±±±  English
lianguage,   Unanri   ge ..
LDa vld  8.   Guralnlk,   ted.),  He_bster's   New  World
I-8 ngua g|15.-; .-.- : .. I iveiif ---. ii'6EE :±ula IDictionary £ the  American
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purposes  rather  than  simply  to  one  type  of  test  ln  tl'hich
other  testees  were  given  the  privilege  of  anonymity.5
Slgniflo8nce  ef jEg §±±±£g.    Both  animals  and
primitive  man  survived  largely  through  their  success  ln
deoeivlng  their  enemies.     However,  when  men  come   to  live
together  ln  groups  -family,   nation,   tribe  -and  become
mutually  dependent   through  each  onels   specializing  and
doing  some  part  of  the  work  f or  the  common  group,   truth  ln
dealing  with  one's  fellows  becomes  necessaz]y.
We  must  know  the  facts  of   conduct,   specific  behavior
tendencies,  before  we  can  intelligently  deal  with  Causes
and  consequences.
"Only  by  building  a  broad  foundetion  of  statistically
usable  data   can  the  science  of  human  behavior...be developed.6
The  gap  between  professed  ideals  and  actual  practices
among  Amerlc8n  people  is  so  glaringly  apparent,   constituting
a  kind  of  societal  neulioticisur„   that  youth  partlclpants
{1.e.,  high  school  and  college  students)   in  the  Golden
Anniversary  Thite  House  Conf erence  on  Children  and  Youth,
Deceit,
5H?£:wH±::£¥°r:£ea#gc#:#a&. c¥:ig: n§+±±±;;a) ¥P.  7.
6W|11iam a.  Plttard,   "Integrity,"  a   term  paper,
unpublished:     1938.
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1n March  of  1960,   repeatedly  stressed  their  need  f or  adults
to  lead  them  to  a  meeting  of  standards  and  practices  ln
matters  of  personal  integrity  and  public  responslbllity.
Specifically  they  pointed  up  that  adult  counselors,
including  school,   church,  and  family  authorities,   {1)   teach
them  that  "honesty  is  the  best  policy,''  yet  slmult8neously
demonstrate  by  their  own  dishonesty  that they  do  not  believe
this,   even  teach  young  people  to  lie  in  certain  circumstances;7
{2)   teach  them  that  ''all  men  are  created  equal,"  yet  do  not
behave  as  lf  this  were  true,  nor  will  they  per.nit  their  youth
to  behave  as  lf   lt  were;   {3)   teach  them  that  Amerlc8n  cltlzen-
ship  is  one  of  the  most  highly  prized  heritages  worth  the
dedication  of  each  pepsonls  life,  yet  they  avoid  any  kind  of
government  service,  military  or  civil,  as  long  as  possible
and  complain  of  evel.y  tax  or  actlvlty  required  of  them  whloh   '
they  cannot  evade  or  out  of  which  defraud  their  way;   (tr)
te8cb  them  that  spiritual  matters  are  of  all  things  most
important;  yet  pay  so  little  attention  to  religious  truth
that  they  cannot  even  state  their  belief s,  1f  indeed  they
have  any  specific  ones.
reporte:I:1:e££:::a±n±€g::t€g::i::  i;  #LE:g€  2g£;a:t::::ors,
that  their  parents  had  lnstruoted  them  or  suggested  to  them
to  lie  at  one   time  or  8nothel.®
6
The  formal  recommendation  of   that   conference  was
that  " .... priority  be  given  to  promoting  those  moral  and
splritu81  values  which  ape  unio.ue  to  the  dignity  of  the
individual,  and  to  encouraging  high  standards  of  personal
and  group  integrity  and  conduct,   and  service  to  God  and  to
fellormen.    That  youth  be  encouraged  to  study  the  great
ethical,  moral,  and  rellglous  truths,  as  a  basis  for  formu-
lating  codes  of  conduct  to  guide  them  toward  good.  oitizensblp;
and  that  they  be  encouraged  to  make,  with  knowledge,
conviction,   and  courage   the  free  choices  which  are  their
right  to  make...that  research  be  undertaken  into  the  origin
of  values  and  the  nature  and  development  of  ethical  princi-
ples  and  codes'of  conduct  ln  children.n8
This  reoommendatlon  was  the  specific  stimulus  toward
the  undertaking  of  this  project.
Review  of   the
Thesis,
Organlzatlon  of  the
I__         ___        _
  Remalndez.  of  this
i--         __                                  __            _          _                                      _    __
This  study  will  attempt  to  report  the  major  findings
of  previous  reseal.ch  regarding  the  nature  of  lntegrlty  in
the  thl.ee  areas  speclfled,   the  cll.oumstances  which  seem  to
relate  to  oertaln  behavioral  chapaoteristices  and  the
relation  of  the  behavior  to  probable  causative  faotors®
8Golden  Anniversary  White  IIouse  Conf erenoe  on  Children
and  Youth,
Government
Reoommendatlon8 {¥;38;:g:3¥,53:6S::    United  states
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It  will  also  report  certain  findings  from  the  writerls
independent  research  among  1960-61  high  school  students  and
faculty  members.     This  research  was  in  thp®e  parts:
{1)     the  administration  of  an  original  structured,
sltuatlon-type   test  to  students  in  class
groups,  but  with  complete  anonymity  except  f or
:;;:a:¥ :::::±:;:t::::;9such as  sex,  grade,
{2)     the  adminlstratlon  of  a  different  test  of  the
same  type,   also  prepared  by  the  wrlt®r,   to
teachers  ln  class  groups  ln  the  Graduate
School  at  Appalachlan  State  Teachers  College
ln  Boone,   North  Cal.olina;
t3,    :h:u:£o##e#o::UES  :E::::±g:t::3£e#e:€:::
many  types  of  communities  and  backgrounds,
who  were  enrolled  in  the  summer  session
at  Appalachlan  Hlgh  School  Camp,   at  Banner
Elk,  North  Carolina.
This  latter  investigation  included,  1n  addition  to
the  sltuatlon  test,  an  int©111gence  test  and an  inventory
of  social  and  economic  background  data   designed  to:     {1)
discover  whether  there  ls  evidence  of  any  correlat;ionbetween
intelligence  and  integrity  (as  Hartshorne  and  May  have
suggested,  among  others);   (2)   discover  whether   there  ls
evidence  of  measurable  corpelatlon  between  social  and  economic
faotops  and  lntegpity;  and  (3)   discover  whether  f8cade  answers
9See  Appendix,   p.  96
8
may  be  more  typical  in  a  written  character  test  than
truthful  ones.
The  limltatlons  of  such  a  project  are  readily
apparent.    In  the  first  place,  no  pencil  and  paper  test  of
oha`racter  Can  be  conclusive.    Also,   there  ls  the  problem
of  facade  answers,  even  on  pencil  and  paper  tests  which
might  be  most  revealing  lf  answered  truthfully.    Further,
and  this  ls  more  slgniflcant,  1ntegrlty  is  a  quality  which
finds  expression  ln  every  aspect  of  living  and  which  is
Composed  of   the  lnterweavlng  of  knowledge  and  attitudes
with  needs,   pressul.es,  and  mores.    Therefore,   to  get  a
genuinely  accurate  assessment  of  the  integpiby  of  the  sub-
jects  would  I.equire  more  Carefully  validated  tests  of  a
much  wider  variety  and  Cover.1ng  a  much  longer  period  of  time.
However,  the  ultimate  difficulty  presented  ln  such  a
study  is  the  fact  that  in  the  final  analysis,  the  standard
of  what  ls  gootl  8nQ  wb©t i a  not  good,   rests  upon  no  absolute
authority,   such  as  a  solentific  principle  or  a  mathmatlcal
formula,   but  upon  the   judgment   of  those  recognized  {by  whom?)
as 'bxperts.''    Thus,   no  matter  if  the  standard  be   the  combined
judgment  of  a  thousand  "experts,''   there   could  probably  be
f ound  a  thousand  more  who  would  agree  on  a   divergent  judgment.
For  the  purposes  of  this  limited  study,  however,   no
attetnpt  will  be  made  to  "grade"   the  subjects  tested  as  to
their  level  of  integrity.    Rather,  it  will  simply  report  the
summary  of  its  curl.ent  findings  as  to  what  the  behavior
trends  and  attitudes  of  hl3h  school  students  are  ln  matters
reflecting  integrity,  with  some  suggestive  reflections  upon
its  correlary  cipcumstanoes  and/or  causes.
Resume   ®f   the£  EE±  _¥i_a_to__rF  EE±and  Present  Status  of  the_J      -                        _  _i_  i         __  __                 .            __  _    _       ___      ___
Problem.    As  early  as   the  1920Is,  Hugh  Hartshorne  and  rsapk__     ____       .      __I_I_.   _
A.  May,   of  Columbia     niversity,  ,conducted  extensive  studies
into  the  organization  of  character  and  its  multiple  expres-
sions  in  the  conduct  and  attitudes  of  ehlldrien  and  youth.
Reports  of   these  investigations  appeared  ln  three  volumes:
Studies
Deceit
1n  Service
and  Studies
and  Self -Cont.rol 1929;  Studies  iB
Character both
1n  1930®    All   three  were  published  by  the  Macmillan  Company,
New  York.
In  preparation  for  this  thesis,   the  writer  corresponded
with  eight  leading  colleges  and  universities:  viz.,  Duke
University,  Purdue  University,  University  of  Illinois,  Colum-
bia  University,  Peabody  Teachers  College,  University  of
Chicago,   and  Stan ford  Ur}iversity,   as  well  as  state  departments
of   public   education  ln  Arkansas,  Missouri,  Montana,   Hew  York,
North  Carolina,  Vipglnia,  and  Illinois,  in  the  effol.t  to
discover  whether  or  not  any  recent  studies  in  this  field
have  been  conducted  or  were  ln  the  process  of  being  conducted
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currently.     None  of   those  Consulted  was  aware  of  any  major
studies  since  the  Hartshorne  and  May  work.
Intepvlews  with  principals  and  guidance  directors  in
various  North  Carolina  high  schools  -  city,  town,  and  rural  -
have  revealed  not  one  situation  in  which  there  is  a   clear-cut
standard  for  character  evaluation  or  establishment  of  moral
responsibility.    Yet  all,  without  exception,  expressed  great
need  f or  such  a   standard  and  I or  some   system  of  ralslng  the
general  level  of  lntegrlty  among  students.
A  number  of  relatively  unsatisfactory  tests  devised
for  character  measurement  and  ethical  evaluation  have  been
published,  but  the  value  of  these  tests  has  been  negllglble.
This   does  not,   of   course,  mean  t;hat  therehave  not
been  thousands  of  more  or  less  amateur  "character-builders"
at  work  on  the  problem  of  raising  the  level  of  lntegrlty  as
they  understand  lt  and  by  whatever  methods   some   combination
of  haphazard  training  and  personal  experience  may  suggest.
The  remarkable  thing  ls  that  such  efforts  do  of ten,  like  the
weird  concoctions  of  witch  doctors  in  primitive  societies,
prove  effectual.     However,   the  great  waste  of  human  resources
and  potential  which  reliance  upon  unscientifio  approaches  to
a   problem  so  basic  involves  ls  unwarranted  and  inexcusable.
A  basic  premise  of  this  study  ls  that  a   society  which
Can  find  basle  and  tools  for  measuring  intellect  az]d  ability
11
can  also  discover  measuring  instruments  and  e]Eact  patterns
f or  producing  desirable  qualities  of  personality.
CHAPTER   11
REVIEW  0F   THE  LIT'ERATURE   OF  THE  FIELD
Hartshorne  and  May  based  their  investigations  on  the
f ollowing  outline  of  the  mental  content  and  skllls  involved
ln  ethical  behavior:
A.    Certain  tools  needed  f or  the  intelligent
consideration  of  problems  of  social  adjustment
1.    Adequate  social-ethloal  vocabulary
Adequate  control  of  langauge  -  the  ability
to  say  the  right  thing  and  to  understand
the  more  subtle  nuances  of  delicate  social
adjustment
Assimilation  of  the  fundamental  ideas  op
generalizations  in  tens  of  which  life  is
Coming  lnclieasingly  to  be  understood,   such  as
The  idea   of   sex
The  idea   of  God
The  idea   of  right  and  wrong
the  idea  of  nat;ural  law
The  idea   of  gzlowth
The  idea  of  evolution
The  idea   of  Cooperation
The  idea  of  personality
The  idea   of   Custom
The  idea     of   design
The  idea  of  legislation
The  idea   of  education
The  idea   of  work
The  idea   of  f un
The  idea   of   the  machine
The  idea  of  self -f orgettlng  service
8.    Particular  knowledges  and  8kllls  needed  for  making
social  adjustments
1.    Knowledge  of  natural  law,   physical  and  biologi-
col,  and  the  limitations  and  possibilities  of
experience
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2.     Knowledge   of  body  and  mind  ln  general  and
of  oneself  in  pal.ticular:     to  understand
the   Causes  and  consequences  of   oertaln
kinds  of  behavior  in  oneself  and  others,
the  nature  of  temptation,  reasons  f op
social  and  legal  requll.ements  and  desiderata,
to  control  self  f or  growth
Knowledge  of  race  experience  in  solving
problems  of   social  adjustment,   as  recorded
in  history,  f olklore,  fiction,  biography,
poetry;   particularly,  knowledge  of  motives
and  purposes  and  their  consequences
Knowledge   of  how  people  behave   toward  one
another  in  all  sorts  of  situations:     home,
school,   Church,   public  meetings,   committee
meetings,   discussion  groups,   play  groups,
emergencies,  studying,  visiting,  etc.;   the
significance  of  this  behavior  for  the  life
of   the  groups   concel.ned
Knowledge  of  moral  principles  held  by
cliff erent  groups  and  their  implications
and  applications  ln  concrete  situations
Knowledge  of  constitutional  rights  and
obligations,legislative  enactments,  and
sanctions  affecting  oneself  and  onels
groups
Knowledge  of  lnstitutlons  and  other
cooperative  bodies  and  movements  af I eating
oneself   op  needed  as  instruments  of  social
adjustment,   such  as   the   church,   the   school,
the  home,   the  state,   the  town  or  city  or
community  or  block  or  neighborhood  and  its
government,   cormiunity  agencies   of  welfare
and  saf etv,   such  as  the  police  department,
national  associations  such  as   the  Child
I.abor  Cormijlttee   and  Red  Cross,   the  movie,
the  playground,   the  library,  the  museum,
local  industries,   the  jail,   the  hospital,
the  court,   the  clinic;  what  they  do,   their
history,   their  value,  their  address,  how
to  cooperate.
1L
8, Knowledge  of   how  the  work  of   the  world  is
Carried  on  in  mining,   agr.iculture,   industry,
commerce,   f inance,   transportation,   communi-
cation,   the  trades  and  professions;
mechanical  and  social  aspects
Knowledge   of   contemporary  peoples,   races,
nations,   their  contacts,  conflicting  lntepests,
efforts  toward  peaceful  settlement  of  disputes
and  world  organlzatlon,   eff ects  of  war  and
armament,   hlstol.ical  and  current  utoplas
10.    Knowledge  of   t;he   trend  of  evolution,   tbeopies
of  the  universe,  and  the  place  of  rian  ln  the
universe
11.     Knowledge  of   how  men  have  experienced  God  ln
connection  with  nature  and  in  the  control  and
development  of   self  and  society;   prayer,
reflection,  retrospect,  valuation,  foresight,
repentance,   forgiveness,  aspiration,  unifi-
catlon
12.     Knowledge   of   causes   and  consequences   of
social  behavior,   the  habit  of  f oreslght  and
valuation,   the  recognition  of  personal  and
social  responsibility,   the  habit  of  moral
thoughtfulness
13.    Knowledge  of  bow  to  think  ulth  the  materials
of  soclalaction,   the  habit  of  lnhlbitlon,
abstraction  from  prejudice,  gathering  and
weighing  of  evidence,   use  of  past  experience,
willingness  to  experiment,   discipline  of
group  thinking,   open-minded  conslderatlon  of
differences,   respect  for  self  and  others,
freedom  from  social  suggestion,   social  pep-
ceptlon  and  lmaginatlon
14.     Knowledge   of   thesouroes  of  information
:::g:gn::dt:h:hg#±  Of  making  constant
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#They  used  about  80  tests  ln  all,   some  ln  two  forms,
1n  the  study  of  three  population  groups  over  a  period  of
years.     These  included  classroom  tests,  individual  tests,
party  tests,  evaluation  by  teacher  and  associates,  and
others.     Some  were  pencil  and  paper  tests;   some  were  puzzle-
type     tests,   some  were  games  with  and  without  opportunity
to   cheat;   some  were  opinion.
In  one,   each  child  was  presented  with  a   test  sheet
so  constructed  that  although  his  sheet  resembled  his  neigh-
bors,   they  differed  ln  content;   hence  the  ohlld  who  copied
his  neighbor's  paper  was  almost  sure  to  have  the  wrong
answer.     The   duplication  plan  was  highly  effective.    Accol.d-
ingly,  information  tests  were  given  with  items  as  the
following:     (1)  Brussels  ls  a   city  in  Germany,  Belgium,
Denmark,   or  the  Netherlands.     {2)    Australia  is  a   continent,
an  island,   a   sea   or  an  oce`an.     The   students  were  instructed
to  underline  the  correct  answers.    After  collecting  the
papers,   copies  of  the  answers  were  tabulated  and the   sheets
returned  for  lndlvidual  corrections.    The  duplicates  detected
all  cases  of  changed  answers.     The  third  dealt  with  the
improvable   ln  which  the  child    was  given  a   sheet  on  which
was  drawn  a   maze.    Af ter  observing  f or  thirty  seconds  he  was
asked  to  place  his  pencil  on  point  "Aft,   to  close  his  eyes,
and  to  draw  a  line,   accopdlng  to  the  pattern  of  the  maze,   to
#H8rtshorne   and  May
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point  ''8"  at  tbe   cente,r  of   the  diagram.     Since   success  was
impossible,  a   correct  order  was  taken  as  evidence  of
Cheating.12
The  methods  used  ln  athletic  situations  comprised
such  tests  as   the  dynamometer,   chinning  a   bar,   broad   jump,
with  and  without  opportunity  to  pad  the  score.     The  parlor
tests  comprised  games  such  as  pinning  the  tail  on  the
donkey,   with  a   good  chance   to  peep,   and  a   bean  relay  ln
which  each  runner  picked  up  one  bean  at  a   tiiiie.     If  a   child
had  more  beans   than  runs,   which  were   checked,   he  was
Clearly  guilty  of  deception.13
Lying  was  tested  by  asking  numerous  questions   con-
cerning  matters  which  the  instructor  was  able  to  check,   as
''Did  you  ever  cheat  on  any  sort  of  test?'',   t'Do  you  always
apologize  when  you  have  been  rude  and  discourteous?'',
''Do  you  report  other  pupils  when  you  see   them  cheating?`'.
Any  child  who  answered  more   than  a   standard  number  of   these
questions,   the  standard  having  been  determined  by  a   control
group,  was  cl8sslfled  as  a  prevaricator.L4
Hartshorne  and  "ay  also  devised  methods  f or  detecting
tendencies   to  steal.    At  pal.ties  a  game  was  played  in  which
12Herbert  Gurnee,  Elements  of  Social  Ps
(New  York:    Farrar  and  rih  ne  ar   ,   Iac;,1936
L3EE¥.,  p.  3h9.
1trEng.,  p.  3h9.
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each  child  had  an  excellent  opportunity  to  steal  a  dime
used  in   the  game.     In  the  classroom  test  a  box  of   puzzles
was  presented  to   the  child;   therein  was  a   dime  which
apparently  was  not  supposed  to  be  there,   and  which,   from  the
instructions    and  other  remarks  of  the  teacher,  might  be
removed  without  detection.15
The t ests  revealed:
{1)  Honesty  is  not  a  general  trait.    A  child  who
ls  honest  in  one  sltuatlon  is  not  likely   to  be  honest  ln  all
situations.    However,   of   the  rare  instances  in  which  a  ohlld
ls,    consistently  honest  or  Consistently  dishonest,  more  are
consistently  honest.
(2)  Tendencies  toward  lying  vary  with  the  maturity
of   the   persc)n.     In  Ackersonls  analysis   of  5,000  cases,
lying  was  found  to  increase  from  less  than .05 at  4  or  5
years   to  a   peak  of  more  than .30    at  9  years  f or  boys  and  to
•lyo    fop  girls  at  17  years.16
{3)  Lying,   cheating  and  stealing  are  only  loosely
related.
{4)   Cheating  tends  to  run  in  families  very  much
L5Gurnee,  eB.  ±..  p.  3tr9.
L6c.  M.  Louttit,   clinical  Psychology  {New  York:
Harper  and  Brothers  Publ   shers,   and  Compaay,1936).
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like  eye  color,  with  a   correlation  of  .30  to 40  among  sib-
1ings,  which  could  not  be  ascribable   to  environmental  factors
alone ,
{5)   No  great  diffepenees   among  members   of   various
religious  sects  was  discernible  except  that  children  enrolled
ln  Protestant  Sunday  Schools  were  somewhat  less  inclined  to
cheat  than  those  not  enrolled.
{6)  BI.lght  children  are  less  likely  to  cheat   than
dull  ones,   and  emotionally  stable  than  emotionally  unstable.
(7)   Children  with  better  manners,  more   Cultural
backgrounds,   and  more  concordant  families  are  generally
more  honest  than   those  from  poorer  backgrounds.
{8)   Children  of   North  European  stock  show  less
deception  than  those  of  South  European  stock.
(9)   Children  from  families  whose   parents  are  in  the
prof essional  group  showed  a  I.ation  of   only  1  out  of  3  in
cheating   (score  obtained  by  dividing  the  amount  of   deception
by  the  amount  of  opportunity  to  deceive);   the  children  of
unskilled  parents  showed  a  ratio  of  more   than  1  out     of  2.
(10)  The  coprelatlon  of   cheating  between  friends  ls
.L9.     Gol`rel8tion  of  all  individuals  in  a   community  is  65.17
L7Gurnee,  se.  ap..   P.  350.
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{11)   Generosity  and  cooperation,  also,   tend  to  run
in  families.
{12)   Children  of   native-born  parents  made  higher
ttser.vice''   score,s   than   those  of  foreign-born  parents.     Only
twenty-eight  percent  of   those  born  in  Italy  reached  the
median  of   those  born  in  the  United  States.     In  one  test,
only  twenty-six  percent  of  children  of  f oreign-born  par-
ents  reached  the  median  of   children  of  native-born
parents.
(13)   Children  of  Protestant  parents  displayed  a
higher  degre.e  of   cooper8tiveness  than  those  of  either  Jews
or  Catholics,  with  Catholics  at   the  lowest  point.
(lil)   There  are  only  slight  tendencies  f or  service
scores   to  increase  with  intelligence,   deportment,   scholastic
advancement,   or  other  forms   of   classroom_  superiority.
(15)   Most   of   the   subjects  were   neither  especially
selfish  nor  exceptionally  generous.
(16)   Girls  were  apt  to  be  more  cooperative   than
boys,  but  the  difference  was  slight.
GENERAL   CONCLUSIONS
{1)  I,ow  intelligence,   inferior  home background,   and
suggestibility  were  among  the  most  important  factors
conditioning  the   tendency  toward  dishonesty  as  reported  in
20
Studies  in  Deceit.18 The  correlation,  1n  one  population
studied,  between  intelligence  and  honesty  was .308  and  in
another 369,   the  weighted  arithmetical  average  being  31+i+.
The  mean  correlation  is.3hL.    Moreover,   there  is  a  negative
corr]elation  between  intelligence  and  deception  of i+O   to  -60.
The  discrepancy  may  be  partially  explained  by  the  fact  that
the  latter  is  a  theoretical  determination  and  omits  at  least
one    of  the  tests  used  ln  the  f lrst  correlation,  and  does
`not  always  give  equal  weight  to  the  tests  used.
(2)  Service   tendencies  azae  speclfio  in  character  and
seem  to  have  no  relation  to  general  ideals,   and  many  of   the
other  tendencies  measured  appear  to  be  more  related  to
interest  than  to  character.
(3)  Insofar  as   situations  are  alike,   the  conduct
and  responses  of  a   student  will  be  alike;   and  lnsofar  as
situ8tlons  are  different,   the  conduct  of  the  same  student
may  be  different.    In  other  words,   ''integration,'!  or  the
transf erence  of  general  ideals  and  principles  from  one  type
of   situation  to  another  is  achieved  by  most  students  only  to
a  very  small  degree.
(4)   Contradictory  demands  made  upon  a   child  by  the
vat.led  situations  in  "hich  he  must  function  and  the  varied
York:   ::g.Mg:L¥#::n:o%;gn¥; i;¥6,EL¥
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notions  of  an  ideal  family,  an  ideal  school,  an  ideal
community,   and  the  like,   which'val.ious  groups  in  which  he
moves  may  teach,  make  it  necessary  for  him  to  employ  varied
standards  of  behavior.
{5)   Unified  demands  upon  a   child  are  possible  only
in  a   twenty-f our  hour  controlled  environment,  which,   in
itself ,  is  so  artificial  that  its  accomplishments  might
not  carry  over  into  practice  after  the  child  is  returned
to  the  normal  channels  of  life  in  human  society  again.
(6)  It  cannot  be  expected  that  students  will  con-
f orm  to  standards  not   supported  by  community  code  and
practice.     Therefore,  a  unified,  functioning  ideal  for  the
entire  cormunlty  must  be  achieved  if  we  are  to  produce  such
unity  ln  individual  students.
Numerous  research  projects  in  the  field  of  integrity
have  been  undert;aken  on  a  limited  basis   since   the  Hartshorne
and  May  reports,  most  of   them  based  directly  upon  the  f ormer
stutry  and  many  of   them  using  only  slightly  varied  techniques
and  identical  instruments.   (Though  only  a   a-mall  proportion
of  the   tests  were  available  in  printed  form,   an  appreciable
number  of   them  are  easily  improvised.)     Those  researchers
who  have   devised  their  own  instrriments  have  usually  only
made  original  versions  of  essentially  the  same  type.    Most
of   their  conclusions  have  been  roughly  identical,   although
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a  few,  because  of  the  speclallzed  nature  of   their  testing
situations,   have  produced  slight  differences.
H.   S.   Dimock  and  a.   E.   Hendry,   Y.   M.   a.  A.   camping
leaders,  placed  stress  upon  the  validity  of  Hartshorne  and
neayls  suggestion  that  since  much  of  any  childls  behavioral
problems  are  directly  related  to  environmental  pressures,
maladjustments,  rejections,  hostilities,  and  other  specifi-
cally  localized  phenomena,  a   prime  adv8nt8ge  in  both
evalu8tlng  and  corpeoting  them  could  be  obtained  by  removing
hith    bodily  from  the  adverse  environment  into  an  artif l-
eially  controlled  atmosphere  in  their  Camp  ppogpam  for  a
period  of  weeksJ     They  Could  achieve  the  twenty-f our  hour
supervision  and  observation,  where  not  only  could  more
accurate  behavior  measupements  be  obtained,   but  adverse
factors  could  be  eithe`r  eliminated  or  vastly  neutralized  and
constructive  social  pressures  substituted  f or  destructive
ones.19
They  devised  a   set   of  measurements,   1n  which  a
thorough  inventory  on  each  child  was  obtained  at  the  begin-
ning  of   camp  and  a   suco©ssion  of  reports  on  his  behavior
from  each  of  three  counselors  compiled.    A  final  ,test  arid
(New ¥o::¥.  £;sg:F:%¥o:ngr8;s¥.i¥£#:y;.
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evaluation  at   the  conclusion  of   Camp  was  f ollowed  by
parental  repot.ts  after  a  stated  interval,  following  camp,
and  the  total  record  of  progress  or  retrogression  in  each
apes  given.
Their  major  conclusion  seems   to  have  been   that
ohara¢ter  tpalning  has  greatest  practical  results  among
st;udents  up  to  12  years  of  age,   and    least  among  older
eampeps.     The  question  as   to  what  the  implication  of   this
conclusion  for  camp  planning  should  be  is  not  clearly
answered.
Voelker  performed  a   project  with  57  boys.,  10-14  years
old,   of  whom  36  were  given  thorough  Boy  Scout  training  ln
trustworthiness,  honesty,   codes  and  related  matters  per-
taining  to  integrity  for  a   period  of  7  weeks.     Twenty-one
were  held  as  a   control  group  and  given  no  such  tl-aiming.
They  811  were  given  ten  performance   tests  at.the  beginning
of  the  7  weeks  and  10  8t  the  end.     In  the  I inal  testing,   the
control  group  showed  an  average  per-pupil  loss   of   8.5  per
cent,   whereas  an  average  ga'in  of  1.7  per  cent  occurred  with
the  trained  group.
However,   the  number  of   cases  was  too  small  for  con-
clusive  results  and  the  lack  of  consistency  from  child  to
child  makes  reliability  quesblonable.     Voelker  does  make
24-
one  significant  conclusion,  however:     that   the  leadership
eout]ts  very  much  more   than  the  methods  of   training.
This  conclusion  seems  to  be  amply  borne  out  in  the
findings  of  Dr.   Vernon  Jones,  who,  after  years  of  peseal.ch
in  character  measurement  and  education,   concluded  that  the
greatest  single  factozi  in  the  integrity  of  students  ls  the
personality  of  the  teacher,  and  that  its  eff eots  do  not
necessarily  carr.y  over  from  class   to  class.     By  the   same
token,   he  feels  that  results  of  chaliacter  tests  are  affected
by  the   teacher's  per.sonality  to  such  an  extent  as  to  make
them  less  than  valid.20
In  an  experiment  in  the  effectiveness  of  training  in
Correcting  cheating,  Claire  Zyves   demonstrated  that  cheating
ls  appreciably  reduced  by  specific  I;raining,  but  is  not
appreciably  affected  by  non-specific  character  training. 21
All  of   the  f oregoing  seems   to  suggest  that  not  much
progress  in  raising  the  level  of  integrity  among  students
will  be  made  until  much  more  thorough  scientif ic  knowledge  is
obtained  on  the  sources  of  behavior.
2°vemon  Jones,   Character  and
the  Public  Schools
Integrity,''
37L.
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2Lc|aipe  Zyves,   "Experiments  in  the  Teaching  of
Teachers College XXXII,   (1931},   pp.   359-
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Although  Hartshorne  and  May  have   placed  preponderant
importance  upon  environmental  factors,   especially  within  the
family,  f or]  character  formation,  more   recent  writers  have
gone  f urther,   to  the  extent  of  suggesting  almost  total
determination  of  behavior  patterns,   social  attitudes,  and
personal  ideals  by  the  nesting  situation  of  the  infant.
In  an  article  entitled  "Lifels  Hardest  Year,"  J.  D.
Ratclif f  says:
Lifels  hardest  year  is  the  fir.st.     In  the
first  year  of   infancy,   having  entered  this  world
as  a   Completely  helpless  human  being,   not  very
pretty,  with  eyes  that  won't  focus,   ears  that.
hear  only  fuzzily,  arms  and  legs  that  won't
maneuver  at  will  or  support  a  body,   and  a   tongue
that  will  not   shape  tSords   to  develop  into  a
human  being  who   can  crawl,   walk,   talk  some,   see
and  hear  clearly,   and  even  play  simple  games  is
a  marm`ioth   task.     There  is   never
like  it  in  the  history  of  a  man. £20ther  year
Patty  and  Johnson  say  that   the  way  in  which  an
infant  is  enabled  to  cope  with  t;hese  mammoth  problems--the
friendliness  or  unf piendliness  he  finds  in  his  environment--
and the  satisfaction  or  lack  of  it  which  he  ls  able  to
achieve  in  meeting  the  urgencles  urithin  himself --very  lar.gely
determines  the  pattern  of  personality  development  of  his
ent;ire  life.    The  relative  frequency,  intensity  and  duration
22T.  D.   Ratcliff ,   ''Lifels  Hardest  Year,''  Readersl
Pi_g§_a_i,   September,   1960t   p.   5L.
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of  his  moods  of  fear,   rage  and  joy,   along  with  his  experi-
ences  of  extremes  of  overstimulation  and  understimulation
are  nejor  factors  in  the  development  of  future  behavior
patterns.
Finding  one's   environment  unacceptable  means  to  an
infant  that  he  is  unacceptable  to  his  environment and  lays
the  foundation  for  hostility  and  defense  toward  a  supposedly
alien  world.
It  is  here  in  the  nesting situation  that  the  lndivi-
dualls  col.e  values  are  formed--his  basic  affection-security
relationship.     The  personality  whose   core  values  are
characterized  by  insecurity  and  inadequacy--the  conviction
that;  lit  will  be  necessary  to  wrench  from  an  unwilling
environment  the  urarmth,   the  reassurances,   the  satisfaction
it  requilies, 'although  it  fears  lt  is  basically  inadequate
to  secure  satisfaction  by  any  means--will  seek  the  security
and  adequacy  it  lacks  ln  a   pattern  of  behavior  motivated  by
this  tunhealthf ul  situation  which  can  only  produce  unsatis-
factory  results.
Around  the  personal  values  of  an  lndlvidu81,   his
mop©  specific  motives  cluster,  and  the  stability  of  habit
patterns  ls  primarily  due  to  the  stability  of  the  lndividualls
scheme  of  values.
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In  the  architecture  of  personality,   the  structural
frame  consists,  in  progressive  order  of   {1)   cope  values;
{2}   source  traits   {mostly  hostility--friendliness  feelings);
{3)   trait  sectors   {expression  of  source  traits  in  typical
behavior);   (tr)   surface  behavior   (the  actual  experience  has
form.ed  it).     Commonly  observed  specific  acts,  which  may  be
meaningless  by  themselves,   yet  When   studied  With  their
r.elation  one  to  the  other,  furnish  clues  to  the  values
and  motives  which  have   produced  them.
Hartshorine  and  Hay  have  finally   concluded  that   ''Such
consistencyL  of   character  as  pupils   have  achieved  ls   the
product  of  experience  preceding  the  5th  grade  in  school,  and
does  not  materially  increase  as  they  move  up  through  the
8th.     It  would  seem  to  be  implied  that  radical  changes  were
called  for  in  our  prevailing  methods  of  character  education.23
Although  the  realrn  of  literature  specifically  on  the
subject`  of  testing  for  integrity  is  exceedingly  limited,  an
almost  unlimited  amount  of  literature  exists  in  directly
related  fields  which  ape  necessarily  integral  in  the
development  of  integrity  or  the  measurement  of  it.
of  Character
Hartshorne  and  M.  May,   Studies  in  the
{New  York:      The  macmil   an     omplaEy';-193#ffi
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Basic  to  the  study  of  any  mental  or  behavioral
problem  ls  a   pefel.ence  to  Sigmund  FI.eud's
Psychoanalysis.2L
Outline  of
Host  important  for  the  student  of  integrity  is  the
treatment  of  the  various  levels  of  the  mind  of  an  indivi-
dual:     i.e.,   the  unconscious,   the  pro-conscious,   and  the
conscious.     The   detailed  distinctions  between  the  ego,   the
super-ego,  and  the  id,  with  Freudls  interpretations  and
simplifications  are  significant  clues  to  the  nature  of  the
development  of  values,   the  strength  of  certain  types  of
motivation  as  well  as  their  origin,  and  many  other  impor-
tant  factors.25
Another  volume  extremely  helpf ul  in  the  same  area
is  A.  A.  Brillls  Basic Principles  e±  Psychoanalysis,  with
emphasis  upon  making  the  principles  which  he  discusses
clear  to  psychologists  and  educators  not  trained  in  the
technical  terms  of  psychoanalysis.    Brill  was  the  first
pziactlsing  American  psychoanalyst.     He  was  caz.eful  to
{New¥o::?L8mw:n£.F£::€:n¥nou5=±E:ns:
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catalog  numerous   things  which  psychoanalysis   cannot  per-
t.,,
form,   but  made   primary  refel-enoe   to   "normal"   people,   and`
shed  much  light  upon  the  nature  of  human  behavior  in  its
Causes  and  effects,   as  did  Freud.26
The  recognition ,of  the  strategic  nature  of  the  I.ela-
tionship  between  teacher  and  student  in  pl.oducing  acceptable
behavior    and  lnfluenclng  the  development  of  integrity  ls
thoroughly  borne  out  in  numerous   volumes,   two  of   the  best
of  which  are  The  Teacher  and  the  Child by  Clerk  E.  Mous-
takas,  of   the  Merrill-Pelmer  School,   1n  Detroit;   and
REeeting Chlldpen's  Emotional  Needs, try  Katherine  E.
D'Eve|yn.27
A  major  conclusion  of   the   research,   the  necessity
f or  every  thoroughly  integrated  and  poised  individual  to
find  identity  with  the   cosmos  and  a   comf ort8ble  rel8tlon-
ship  outward  with  other  people  and  ultimately  with  God
Himself ,   is  amply  attested  by  inany  authors   ln  many  excellent
volumes.     Among  these,   one  of   the   best  is
the      Inner  fyv-o
____    ___                                                                                     _      __   __
rid by  Anton  D.  Boisen.
EE E_Xplora ±±qu jfl
26clark  E.  Houstak8s,  _The  Teacher  and  the  Child
{RTew  York:     RECGraw-Hill  Book  E6TmpEii-y,-iiicT1956)
Eat  {::g::£:::n:i¥if:;E#::y¥: r¥=S:Lnsr8±±±:==E:EL¥°=: :=aLfE957T
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Boisen  refers  to  the  profound  relation  of  ''social
salvation''   to  personal  salvation''   -  the  close  and  direct
relablonshlp  of   social  factors  and  social  consciousness  of
belonging  and  of  obligation  to  mental  soundness  and  personal
wholeness.     This  matter  of  belongingness  or  the  lack  of  it
runs  like  a   thread  of  steel  through  the  entirety  of   the
scheme  of  motivations  and  behavior,   and  its  expressions  in
the  acknowledgement  and  performance  of   personal  obligations
and  social  responsibility  f orm  a  major  part  of   the  patter.n
of  a  person's  lntegpity  as  lt  is  defined  in  this  study.28
A  wealth  of  materials  was   produced  by   the  Golden
Anniversary  White  House  Conference   on  Childl.en  end  Youth
ln  1960,   to  which  the  wl.iter  was  a   delegate.     One   of   the
superb   paper.s   ls   ''The  Development  of   Behavior.  and  Personal-
ity,"  by  John  E.  Anderson,   Director  of  the  Institute  of
Child  Development  and  Welfare  and  Prof essor  of  Psychology
at  the  University  of  Minnesota.     Of  particular  interest  to
this   study  is  Dp.  Anderson's   treatment  of  the   self-concept
and  personality,   conformity  and  independence,  much  of  which
was  amply  borne  out  by  the  findings   of   the  research  f or
this  study.29
28Anton  D.
World   {New  York:
Boisen,   The  Exploration  of   the  Inner
Harper  aFTBro    erg,       36T.
29Tohn  E.  Anderson,   ''The   Development   of   Behavior
and  Personality,"   The  Nation's  Children
York:     Columbia,1965)
Vol,I,    (New
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Numerous  articles  appear  in  popular  magazines,
designed  f or   common  consumption,   but  pertinent  alike  I or
the  prof essional  student  of  behavior,  character,   personality
and  integrity.    It  will  suffice  only  to  list  sever.al  recent
OneS:
(1)   Spocte,   Benjamin.      ''Are  We  Bringing  Up   Our
Children  Too  Sof t  f or the Stern  Realities  Tb,ey  FTust  Face,"
from I;dlesl   Home  Journal,   September,   1960.
(2)   Banks,  Murray.     ''How  to  Overcome  an  Inferiority
Complex," Mccallls  I+£agazine,   July,   1960.
(3)   Banks,  Murray..     ''How   to  Live  With  Yourself ,"
FTCC811 I a
Journal
ELagazlne,   ltirlarch,   1960.
{L)   Boone,   Pat. ''Are  You  A   Pioneer?"  '   Eiadiest Home
July,   1960,   posing  the  significant  point:     The  real
question  for  us  is  not  our  ooupage  or  daring,   but  whether  we
are  able  to  face  sacrifices  or  hardships  ln  order  to  keep
our  fl.eedom.     Are  we  too   sof t  to  care?     {Note  the  title   of
the  Spook  article.)    Are  things  more  important   than  prayer.?
In  addition,  numerous  articles  on  the  matter  of
educational  testing  itself  had  a  direct  relation  to  the
conduct  of  this  research.     Three  of   these  were:
(1)   t'On  Rating  and  Testing,"  from  the  Editorial  Page
(2tr) of Horth  Carolina   Educa April,  1961.     This  article
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stressed  the  obligation  of   the  education  profession  to
evaluate  the  quality  of  its  services  as  evidenced  ln  the
quality  of  its  products.
(2)  Mclntosh,   Stephen  a.   `''l.lps  for  Testers,"
North  Carolina  Eduoatlon May,   1961,   stressing  the  necessity
for  respecting  conf identiality,  among  other  things.
(3)   Daly,  William  C.   ''Test  Scores:     Fragment  of  a
Picture,'' Test  Servlc®   RTotebook #££L.     {Yonkers-on-Hudson,
New  Yollk:     Division  of   `Test  Research  and  Service,  World
Book  Company,   1960,   which  emphasizes   the  necessity  of
seeing  a  studentls  personality  trhole  ln  lnterpretlng  data.
CHAPRER  Ill
PLAN   OF   PERSORIAli   RESE4RCH   PROJECT
In  the  eff opt  to  get  a  reasonable  sampling  of
Current  behavior  trends  ln  honesty,   personal  responsibility,
and  social  obligations,   the  wl.1ter  surveyed  the  area   of
printed  tests  for  this  purpose.     Therefore,   it  appeared
necessary  to  construct  an  original  instrument  of  some  kind
which  could  be  easily  administered  without  undue  expense  of
time,   especially  for  the  subjects  of  their  schools,  and
which  would  simultaneously  yield  reasonable  I.evealing
information  ln  all  three  areas.
#-The  result  was  a  26-item,   structuped,   situation-type
test  for  students  and  another  for  faculty  members,   since  lt
ls  Clear  that  the  level  of  lntegplty  among  faculty  members
is  a  prime  factor  in  the  letvel  of  integrity  of  students.
Each  item  in  each  portrayed  a   specific   sltuatlon  ln  which.
high  school  student  or  faculty  members  might  typically  find
himself ,  and  four  alternative  responses.     The  testee  was
instructed  to  lndloate  which  of   the  I our  alternatives  he
would  be  most  likely  to  choose  if  he  were   the  person  lndi-
cat®d  and  he  had  to  do  one  of   the  four.     It  was   carefully
acknowledged  that   in  any  given  situation  a   person  might  do
something  else  entiz.ely  rather  than  what  was  suggested.
i{*See  Appendix,   p.   97.
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However,   it  was  felt  that  these  four  illustrated  the  rmjop
types  of  behavior  responses  which  might  normally  occur,   even
though  they  might  not  be  the s peclflc  acts  which  would  be
chosen.     Testees  were  also  urged  not  to  respond  with  what
-they f elt  would  be  the  plght  thing  to  do  or what they  felt
the admlnlstrator  wouJ.a  consider  right,  but  only  what  they
honestly  felt  they  would  personally  be  most  likely  to do.
No  attempt  was  made  to  differentiate  among  the  items  as  to
which  of  personal  obligation  and  Which  of  social  responsibil-
ity,   or  to  group  them  in  any  way.
The  faculty  test,   however,  was  carried  through  only
the  preliminary  stages,   since  it  became  apparent  that  this
study  would  have  to  be  conf ined  to  an  investigation  among
students  only,  for  the  sake  of  economy  of  time  and f unds.
The t est  was  administered  to  15tr  teachers  from  all  types  of
schools  and  communities,   through  graduate  classes  at
Appalachlan  State  Teachers  College.     These  teachers  were
anonymous  except  for  such  identification  as  sex,   type  of
work  (teaching,   administration,  guidance),  years  of  experi-
ence,  and  level  of  work  (primary,   elementary,   secondary,
College).    They  not  only  took  the  test  as  subjects  but  also
gave  free,  clear,  appl.opriate  criticisms  and  suggestions,
many  of  which  would  have  been  incorporated  lntothe  revised
draft  of  the  test  had  it  been  continued.     The results,  as
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far  as  compiled,  were  quite  pertinent   to  the  study,  and,   if
complete  compilations  and  correlative  valuations  worked  out,
would  have  yielded  much  value   to  the   study.     Indications  were
strong  that  a  definite  col.relation  exists  between  faculty
and  student  integrity.     The` partially  compiled  findings vere
reported  (\at  a  later  date),   to  about  one  third  of   those  who
took  the   test,  and  further  discussion  and  suggestions  followed,
which  greatly  benef ited  the  author` in  the   conduct  of   the
project.
The  original  draf t  of  the  behavior  test  for  students
was  administered   to  49  graduate  students  in  two   classes   at
Appalachian  State   Teachers   College,   most  of  whom  were   exper-
ienced  teachers.    As  in  the  faculty  test,   the   testees  not
only  answered  questions,   but  they  evaluated  items,   point
by  point,   and  made   valuable   suggestions  and   comments  which
were  used  in  the  revision  of  the  test before  it  was  adminis-
tered  to  high  school  students.
Among   the   suggestions  used  were   such  as   the   comment
that  on  several   items,   more  than  one  response  was   possible
at   the   same   time;   one   item,   in  fact,   could  have  been  answered
quite  properly  by  all  four  responses  by  the  same  person,
although  they  illustrated  different  approaches  to  the  situation.
The  latter  item  along  with   several  others  was   completely
deleted  and  the  ones   iri   the  former  category  were
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reworded.     The  f inal  form  of   the  test  included  only  20
items,
Two  suggestions  frequently  made  which  were  discarded
as  not  practical  for  a  project  so  limited,  although they  had
merit,  were:     {1)   that  space  be  provided  for  alternate
responses  to  each  item  in  addition  to  those  suggested,   since
hundreds  of  responses.are  theoretically  possible;   and
{2)   that  some  means  of  ascertaining  the  studentls  reason
for  his  response  be  devised.    The  principal  reason  fop  dis-
carding  these  was   the  enormous  amount  of  book  work  which
each  would  necessitate  for  tabulation  and  analysis.     However,
both  suggestions  would,  1f  used,  have  yielded  enormously
more  insight  into  the  factors  to  be  analyzed.      .
Af tel.  the  tests  were  prepared  and  the  project  ln
progress,  the  writer  oonsldered  using  as  a   supplemental.y
test  the  Behavior  Preference  Record published  by  Calif ornia
Test  Bureau  which  ls  a  roughly  simllaz.  test  and  does  provide
opportunity  for  expression  of  the  reasons  for  a  studentts
various  choices.     However,   1t  was  not  incorpol.8ted  into  the
study,   since  the  writer  I elt  the  Calif ornla  test  was  not
sufficiently  broad  ln  its  scope.    For  instance,  in  eight  of
twenty  items,  a   principal  issue  was  whether  or  not  a  student
would    tattle.     The  test  ls  a  relatively  good  one  in  some
respects,  and  the  manual  has  thorough  suggestions  fop
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compll8tlon,  1ntel.pretation  and  use  of  results.     Its
validity  ls  relatively  high,  but  based  upon  the  sh8try
foundation  of  faculty  opinion,  and  its  rellabillty  is  also
high,   based  upon  correlation  of   the   scores  fI.om  various
forms   of   the   same   test,   aoco.I.ding  to  the  manuali
The  situatlontests  were  administered  to  155  twelfth
grade  students  ln  three  groups.    The  first  group  were
entirely  rural,   1n  a   school  community  with  no  town  students.
These  students  were  asked,  in  addition  to  the  test  items,
to  write  ln  their  own  words  on  what  basis  they  customarily
decide  whether  a   thing  ls  ''right"   or  "wrong."
The   second  group  also  took  the   test  anonymously,
but  it  Was  administered  by  a  local  teacher,   not  by  the
writeri.     This  group  of  72  i;welfth  graders  were  all  town
Students.30
As  it  became  lmposslble  to  administer  the  tests  ln
a   city  school,   the  only  sampling  of   city  students  as  a
group  was  obtained  ln  the   third  group  of  31  twelf th  grade
students  at  Appalachlan  High  School  Camp,   a   summer  program
ln  which  students  are  upper  middle  class,   though  there  are
3°Residents  of  a   oormunity  of  1,000-20,000  residents.
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representatives  of  all  classes  econordcally  and  most
classes  socially  except  the  very  lowest.
These  students  were  used  as  a   control  group  and
were  not  given  the  privilege  of  anonymity,   except  f or  the
assurance  that  only  the  wlilter.  would  see  their  answers.
They  were  given  three  types  of   tests:     €1)   the  Peabody
Plcttire  Inventory  for  intelligence  quotient;   {2)   the
writerls  behavior  test;   and  (3)   a   socio-economic  background
questionnaire  t¢hich  each  one  f illed  out  with  8   combination
of  factual  data,  personal  opinion,  and  attitudes.     These
throe  instruments  produced  material  for  a  slight  insight
into  their  behavior  trends  in  relation  to  intelligence
and  background.     This  information,   along  with  a   twenty-
four-hour  association  with  them  in  all  types  of  situations,
social,  academic,   and  counseling  for  eight  weeks,   have
yielded  interesting  results which  will  be  reviewed  in  the
following  chapters.
CHAPTER   IV
PROFILE  0F   S1'UDENTS   .RES"D  IN  PERSONAL   RES"RCH
The  students  in  Anonylnous  Group  I  attended  an  all-
rulial  high  scbool  in  a  farming  community  of  Northwest  North
Carolina.    Their  I.  ft.  ratings  were  all  in  a  range  of  85-113,
and  their  socio-economic  backgrounds  were  all  either  middle
op  lower  middle  Class.     Their  parents  are  from  old-line
families,  mostly  farming  land  which  has  been  passed  from
one  generation  to  another  for  nrany  years  and  towhieh  the
people  are  almost  fanatically  devoted.     They  are  solid,
conservative,  fr.ugal  people,   intensely  religious,  but  with
little  enlightenment.    Not  one  father  of  the  testees  has
had  more   than  a  high   school  education  and  only  two  mothers
have  at-bended,   but  not  graduated  from,   college.     Both  of
these  mothers  have   taught  in  the  communityls  elementary
school.
The  students  themselves  dress  moderately,  are
characteristically  respectful  to  teachers  and  other  elders,
are  serious-minded,  hard-working,   but  not  highly  ambitious.
Incongruosly,   one  of  the  most  lucrative  businesses  in  the
community  is  bootlegging,  which  is  actually  open  knowledge
to  all.     The  palients  of  one  of  the  students  testod  were
arrested  during  the  year  f or  a  fantastically  elaborate
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bootlegging  establishment  about  which  everyone  had known  fop
years.     The  girl  showed  no  emotional  reaction whatever,  and
no  one  expects  the  parents  to  be  jelled,   though  apparently
no  disgrace  would  be  I elt  in  case  they  should  be.
The  students  in  Anonymous  Group  11   are  personally
unknown  to  the  writer,  but  they  are  students  ln  a   to"n  com-
prising  mainly  middle  elass  residents,  both  upper  and  lower,
and  a  few  very  wealthy  and  very  poor.     Since  it  is  a  college
community,  8   slightly  higher  than  average  proportion  of  them
come  from  professional  families.     The  community  itself  is
a   conservative  one,   though  not  in  the  extreme-conser.vatlve
class  represented  ty  Anonymous  Group  I.     The  people  are
religious,   serious  minded,   thongh  With  much  more  light-
hearted,  normal  social  life  than  the  first  group,  and  they
h8v©  generally  much  broader  and  higher  ambitions  and  more
enlighterment,  but  probably  less  family  stability.
In  the  Control  Group,   the   students  are  in  a   camping
s!ituation  where  their  own  attitudes  and  behavior  are  well
known,   but   their  family  backgrounds  are   known  only  indir.ectly.
Since  the  carrip  is  a  relatively  expensive  one,   not  many  lou-
1ndome  families  are  represented.     However,   some  have   sent
students  at  great  sacrifice  and  at  least  one  is  an  orphan
who  supports  himself  by  working  from  I:OO  p.in.   until  midnight.
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He   pays    his   own  expenses,   and  attends   camp  at  great  incon-
venience,   since  he  has   to  drive  approximat;ely  L0  miles  daily
and  attend  his  first  class  at  7:43  a.in.
As  a   group,   these   students  al.e   dignified,   somewhat
sophisticated,  mature  beyond  their  years.     They  have  strict
regulations  in  some  areas  of  camp  life,   but  much  greater
freedom  in  others  than  is  usually  the  case.    Almost  all  the
students,  ninth  through  twelfth  grades,   smoke  excessively
outside  of   class  time.     The  sexes  ape  quite  fl.ee  With  each
other  and  open  and  unselfconscious  ln  their  "love-in,aklng.''
If  any  question  of  morals  is  involved,   they  seem  unaware
of  lt,
on  the  other  hand,   their  I.espect  for  autborlty  ls
unusually  great  and  consistent,  and  their  lnsbant  obedience
to  any  instruction  would  suggest  a  much  more  rigid  type  of
discipline  than  what  actually  obtains.
Sortie  of   these  students  are  wrestling  with  the  emotional
burd.en  of   broken  homes,   the  consciousness  of   having  been
sent   to   camp  to  get   them  out   of  the  way  o\f   par.ents  who  went
to  seem  Concerned  about   them  but  do  not  wish   to  be  bothered
with  them.     Some   seem  to  feel  a   closer  attachment  to  servants
than  to  family  and  have  made  long-distance  calls  across  f our
states  to  speak  to  their  maids.    But  most  of  them  represent
nor.mal  middle   class  American  families,   with  par.ents  who
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genuinely  love   them  and  have  provided  this  special  oppor-
tunity  for  them  because  of  the  advantage  they  expect  it  to
provide .
|n  the  test  group  there  are  11  rural  students,  16
town  students   €meaning  residents   of   communities  with  popu-
1ations  of  1,000-20,COO),   and  22  city  students.     Seventeen
of   them.  come  from  families  of  which  at  least  one  parent
has  only  high  school  education  or  less,  and  32  from f amilies
ln  which  both  parents  have  had  some  type   of  post-high-school
education,   either  .college,  nursesl   training,   business  or
technical  school.     In  15  oases,   the  father  is  8  professional
man,   and  in  18,   both  mother  and  father  are   employed.
The  average  number  of   children  ln  the  f amilies
represented  ls  2  1/2  and  the  average  size  home  ls  8  1/2
rooms.     Thirty-one  students  repol.t  that   their  families  own
at  least  two  cars,  and  all  but  18  say  they  feel  their  allow-
ances   (or  in  the   case   of   those  who  have  no  regular  allowance,
their  spending  money)   is  adequate.
Only  10  students  stated  that  either  parent  was  not
active  in  any  civic,  cultural,  pecreati'onal  or  religious
organization,  and  most  listed  three  or  more  f or  each  parent.
Twenty-eight  reported  that  there  are  many  books  in
their  homes,  and  only  5  stated  that  there  are  few.     Twenty
stated  that  their  families  read  together,  and  36  that  their
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parents  read  to  them  a  great  deal  when  they  were  small
children.     Only  3  were  unable  to  list  any  periodicals
which  come  regularly  to  their  homes,  and  the  lists  typically
included  family  magazines,   religious  periodicals  and  news
or  professional  publications.     One   of  the  three  has  no  home,
simply  rents  a   Iioom.
Forty-one  say  their  parents  att;end  church  regularly
and  37  have  some  f orm  of  religious  activities  as  a  fanlly.
Forty-six  are  church  members;   only  3  are  not.
Fozaty-four  state  that  they  feel  one  or  both  of  their
parents  would  be  greatly  upset  to  discover  that  they  had  told
a  lie  or  cheated  to  any  extent  at  all  even  lf  they  were  not
in  trouble  about  lt  and  no  one  else  seemed  to  be  hurt  by  lt.
Yet,   17  acknowledged  frankly  that  their  parents  have,   in  the
past,  overtly  instructed  them  to  tell  things  not  strictly
the   truth  or  suggested  that  they  do.     Of  special  inter.est  on
this  point  ls   the  fact  that  only  1/L|  the  rural  students  made
this  statement;   but  1/2  the   city  students  made  the  acknow-
ledgement.
Students  were  not  at  all  clear  as   to  the  bases  upon
which  they  determine  what  is  right  and  what  is  wrong,  most
of  them  re8dlly  admitting  they  had  never  really  thought  about
the  matter.     IIowever,   29  indicated  that  they  base  their
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decisions  upon  the  teachings  of  Christ  as  they  understand
them;   four,   upon  what  is   cormionly  practiced  by  other  people
around  them;   three,   upon  What  will  be  most  profitable  to
them;   five,   upon  what  seems  most  likely   to  make  people
happy,  including  themselves;   seven,  upon  other  things  nat
listed,
Since  the  natur.e  of  the  individual`s  core  values,
or  basic  emotional  needs,  is  in  the  last  analysis  the  ppincl-
pal  factor  in  the  determination  of   surface  behavior,   an
attempt  was  made   to  get  a  clue  to  fundamental,   over-all
desires  and  fears  of   the  students  studied  by  asking  each  one
to  list  the  three  things  he  most  desires  in  lif e  and  the
three  things  he  most  f ears.    Signif icantly,  the  list  of
desires  is  only  a  little  over  one  third  as  long  as  the  list
of  fears,  and  is  nothing  like  so  specific.     It  contains
little  in  the  way  of  exact  ambition  op  f eeling  of  purpose  in
life,  almost  no  evidence  of  dedication  to  any  cause,   ideal,
or  achievement.     Twenty-four  said  vaguely  that  they  wanted
happiness;   twenty-eight,   that  they  wanted  happy  marriages
and  family  life;  thirteen  listed  love  as  a  primary  desire,
and   sixteen  want  knowledge  or  education;   eleven  mentioned
t'success,''  though,  without  any  reference  as  to  what  it  is
in  which  they  would  like  to  succeed.     Interestingly,   only
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four  mentioned  security  and    only  three  listed  insecurity
as  a   fe8I..
In  spite  of   the  fact  that  adolescence  ls  generally
presumed  to  be  the  age  of  idealism,   only  one  person  said
he  desired  ''to  make  the  world  a  better  place  in  Which  to
live.tt    One  said  he  wanted  ''to  live  a  life  worth  living
(not  just  to  have  existed),''  and  three  said  their  desire
was  ''to  serve  Chplst."     This  is  more  interesting  in  view
of  the  fact  that  all  but  three  are  professed  Christians.
Only  six  stated  a   desire  to  be  "good"  in  a   specific  occu-
pation:     one,   to  be  a   good  teacher,   one,   to  be  a   good
politician,  and  four,  to  be  good  doctors.
On  the   other  hand,   the  73  items  listed  among  their
fears  are  very  definite.     Nineteen  listed  f ears  concerning
their  relationship  with  other  people  and  the  dread  of
loneliness;   nine  mentioned  fear  of  death,   and  three,   of
Hell;   eight,  fear  a  war  that  will  destroy  the  earth,  and
fourteen  mentioned  some  form  of  physical  violence  or.  hurt.
Other  items  refepped  to  a  broad  range  of  individual  f ears
from  needles,   spiders,   snakes  and  the  like  through  such
entities  as  heights  and  darkness;  from  failures  in  school
and  not  taking  full  advantage  of  opportunltles  to  fear  of
lmprlsonment  and  f ear  of  God.
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A  complete  list  of  desires  and  fears  with  the  numbezi
of  students  expressing  each  is  as  follows`:
Desires
1.    I::eh::#:¥){:g8)wife
4
5
6
7
happiness   {24)
k::::fdf:6;eduoa-
|ove   (13)
success   {11)
good  health   (5)
a  good  medical
practice   (L)
good  job   (4)
security   {L)
lo.     respect   (tr)
11.     to  serve  Christ   (3)
12.     to  have  a  long  life
(3)
13.     to  help  others   (2)
1tr.     peace   of  mind   {2)
15.     friends   (2)
16.    f±:::  tE}ngs  of
17.    to  live  a  life  worth
living  (not  just  to
have   existed)   {1)
Fears
1.     death   (9)
2.    war  that  will  destroy
the  earth  {nuclear
war)    (8)
6.
car  accidents   (7)
snakes   (5)
height   (4)
tests   (4)
spiders   (3)
dislike  by  others   (3)
failure   {3)
10.     {after  mapri8ge),   death
or  injury  to  some  men-
ber  of  the  family  (3)
11.      God   (3)
12.     insecurity   (3)
13.     fires   {3)
1L.     disease   {from  teeth)
(3)
15.     gossip   {2)
16.     forgetting  God   (2)
17.     fear  itself   {2)
18.     being  alone   {2)
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18.     to  be  a  good  father
and  husband   (1)
19.    1:::a:y]d£¥£eLTi?
20.    ability  to  apply
what  I   know   (1)
21.     to  make   the  world  a
better  place  ln
which   to  live   {1)
22.    t£±::j?I)ny  entire
23.     horses   (1)
2tr.     beautiful  surround-
ings   (1)
25.     t%L::a:  i:?d  P°L1-
26.     good  I.elations  with
people  around  me   {1)
27.     entertainment   (i)
28.     flying   (1)
29.     position   {1)
30.     Christian  home   (1)
31.     give  my  family  a  big
elf t,   such  as  a
trip  to  Europe   {1)
32.     to  be  a   teaoher   {1)
19.     Russia   {2)
20.     torture  and  physical
pain   (2)
21.     drowning   {2)
22.     college   {2)
23.     loss  of  friends  and  loved
ones   in  any  manner   (2)
2h.     closing  ny  eyes  and  let-
ting  somebody  do
something   bo  me   (1)
25.     rope   {1)
26.     low  standard  of  living   {1)
27.      people   {1)
28.     that  I  will  lead  a  life
that  is  not  beneficial
(1)
29.     not  taking  f ull  advantage
:1u:gt:::oT#nities  in
30.     something  happening  to
my  pat.ents   {1)
31.     not  passing  in  school   (1)
32.     being   scolded  {1)
33.     losing   something  I  want
(I)
34.     deceit   {1)
33.     anger   {1)
36.     highspeeds   (1)
37.     the  Way  our  country  ls
doing  less  work  for
more  money   (1)
tr8
38.      shyness   {1)
39.    ny  driving   (1)
too.     lack  of  intelligence   (1)
trl.     the  things  the  govern-
ment  lets  go  on  at
places  like  Cape
Can8veral   (1)
42.    getting  into  trouble
I ron  trivial  things   (1)
tr3.     being  overly  dramatic   {1)
tr4.     the  blindness  of   some  of
our  leaders   {1)
45.    what  I  might  do  to  hurt
somebody's  feelings   (1)
46.     not  being  accepted  into
the   group   (1)
L7.     not  accomplishing  goals
in  life   (1)
48.     bad  grades   (1)
49.     world  situations   (1)
50.     dentist   (1)
51.     poverty   (1)
52.     false  fl.lends   (1)
53.     germs   (1)
5L.     Negroes   (i)
55.     the  f uture   (1)
56.     growing  old  (i)
57.     imprisonment   {1)
L9
58.     needles   {1)
59.     lack  of   desire   (1)
60.      oneself   {1)
61.     water   (1)
62.     the   end  of  t;heworld   {1)
63.     going  out  into  the
wol.ld  on  ny  own   (1)
64.     embarrassment   (1)
65.     darkness   (1)
66.     lonely  lif e   (1)
67.     t3a::::saTfy  from  ny
68.     meeting  people   (1)
69.     trouble   (1)
70.      ice   (1)
71.     hatred   (1)
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Another  factor  basic  in  the  determination  of  indivi-
dual  and  group  behavior  is  what  the  person  or  persons
conceives  to  be  advantageous  or  disadvantageous  to  himself .
It  should  be  recognized  that  these  conceptions  are  ver]y
of ten  mistaken,  but  they  do  reflect  conscious  valuations
whereas  so-called  ''core  v9lues''  are  most  of ten  either
unconscious  or   suboonsoious.
Theref ore,   each  student  in   this  group  was  asked  to
state  what  he   considered  his  three  greatest  assets  and  his
three  greatest  weaknesses.    Again,   as  in  the   case  of   desires
and  fears,  the  positive  factors  uere  much  less  specific
and  the  list  was  shorter:     h6  items  as  compared  to  66.     In
the  case  of  both  assets  and  weaknesses,   the  valuation
ascribed  to  the  item  was  likely  to  be  realistic;  however,
there  Were  numerous  instances  of   students  who  rated  them-
selves  excessively  low  ln  terms  of  the  weaknesses  they
ascribed  to  themselves.     These  weaknesses   COI.related  closely
with  the  enumeration  of  fears  ln  the  other  list  and  reflected
personality  complexes  in  individuals,  and  perhaps  even  group
complexes  which  are  more  or  less  a   ohar8cterlstic  of  their
generation  in  America.     No  mathematical  estimate  of   the
correlation  was   obtained,   bowevez..-
The  complete  list  of  assets  and  weaknesses  with  the
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number  of   cases  in  which  each  was  mentioned  follows.
{Sinoe  not  everyone  listed  three  of  each,   the  numbers  cannot
be  balanced  by  getting  totals.)
Assets
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Friendship  {13)
Parents   (13)
Family   {11)
Good  mind   (10)
Personality  (8)
Health   (7)
Home   (6)
Education  (6)
Good  looks   {5)
|o.    B:i:%ge::¥ht?5fet
11.    Athletic  ability  {3)
12.    Christian  living   {3)
13.     Deslpe   (3)
14.     Training   (3)
15.      Common   sense   (3)
16.     Happiness   (3)
17.     Scholastic  ability   (2)
18.    Musical  ability   (2)
19'     I'ove   (2)
Weaknesses
1.     Talking   {7)
2.     Inferiority  Complex  (6)
3
4
5
6
7
Not   studying   {5)
Temper   {5)
Shyness   (L)
I,ack  of   ''bpalns"   (tr)
B:i?g  easily  influenced
Inability  to  learn  new
things  fast  {3)
Nervousness  bef ore  a
crowd   {3)
10.     Following   the  Crowd   (3)
11.     Overeating   {3)
12.     Nervousness   {2)
13.    Ig::it±fy  to  flnlsh  a
ltr.    size   (2)
15.     I.aziness   €2)
16.     Poor  grades   {.2)
17.     Poop  personality   {2)
18.    Iiack  of   strength   (2)
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20.      God   {2)
21.    Ability  to  love   {2)
22.      Good  mood   {2}
23.     Sof t  heart   (1)
2LL.     A±:  :E:  §:::dp€=?Le
25.     Fioney   (1)
26.    Ability  to  make  the
most   out  of  what  I
have   (1)
27.,     Church   €1)
28.     Books   at  home   (1)
29.     Teachers   (i)
30.`   Love  for  people   (1)
31.     Sense   of   humor   {1)
32.   I;::e:::W:i?  ny
33.    Faith  in  others   {1)
34.     Security   (1)
35.     Being   an  American   {1)
36.     High  morals   {1)
37.    A:i±::¥  t:)apply  what
38.    Excellent  environ-
ment   (1)
39.     Smile   (i)
4.0.    Ability  to  cool  off   (1)
trl.     Ambition   (1)
19.     Doing  wrong  things  ln
the  wrong  places   (2)
20.     Wanting   too  much   {2)
21.     Fear  to  tell  people
what  I  really  think  {2)
22.    SE:::p{=?ility  to
23.     Bad  habits   {1)
2h.     Serving  favors   {1)
25.    Lack  of  family  life   {1)
26.     Poor  vocabulary   {1)
27.    Lack  ln  social  1if e   (1)
28.     ELsobedlence   €1)
29.    Attitude   (1)
30.     Selfishness   (1)
31.     Curiosity   (1}
32.     Lack  of   concentration
(1)
33.     Morals   {1)
34.     Carelessness   (1)
35.     Intolerance  (1)
36.     Bad  language   (1)
37.     Poor  conversation  {1)
38.     Driving  too  fast   {1)
39.     Sex  (I)
fro.     Conceit   (1)
L1.    Poor  spelling   (1)
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L2.
h3.
th
A::i::g  t=)understand
Ability  to  hope  f or
better  things  (1)
A3::5fg  ?:)meet
Ability  to  talk  {1)
Trying  not  to  I eel
superior   (1)
tr2.    I:#:1t±y  to  face  real
L3.     My  make-believe  world   (1)
th.    Milit8py  school  {1)
h5.     Not  being  supewhat   I
want  out  of  llf e   {1)
tr6.     Impatience   (1)
L7.     Lack  of  enthusiasm   (1)
48.     E£::Ey(:}de-tracked
tr9.     Lack  Of   looks   ti]
50.    Dislike  of  certain
people   (1)
51.     Not   eating   {1)
52.    Ha;i:8rg:::efEeot  f or
)
53.     Wanting  to  be  liked  at
any  cost   (1)
5L.     Not  applying  myself  the
way  I   should  {1)
55.     Poor  writing  and•   reading  (1)
56.     Slowness  in  doing
something   {1)
57.     Lack  of   self-control   (1)
58.    s!eEgiEgtm:::¥  ?:,things
59.     Not  appreciative   {1)
60.    n:g:,:°L£E:t(£f°PLe  I
5L
61.    Gulliblliby  (1)
62.     Is¥::e{#e  wrong  impres-
63.     Lack  of  grammar   (i)
6tr.     Volunteering  too  much   (i)
65.    Finding  it  hard  to  stick
to   a   d©olsion   (1)
In  intelligence,  as  might  be  expected,   these  stu-
dents  ranked  higher  than  average  as  a  group.     Their
intelligence  quotients  ranked  as  f ollows:
below  90  --     2
90-99   --     8
loo-log  --  18
Ilo-119  --  10
120  and  over  --  10
CHAPTER   V
ITRI  ANAliYSIS  0F  SURVFY  RESUI.TS
AND   CONCLUSIONS
The  results  of  this  wpiterls  behavior  survey  showed
interesting  comrnent®ries  from  responses  to  lndividu81  items
as  well  as  from  general  over-all  patter.ns  of  response.
Item Analysl8
Item  I,
Carol  is  on  the  fringes  of   the  qbest"  crowd  ln  her.  school,
and  she  wants  very  much  to  be  included  securely.     Sam,
definitely  one  of  the  crowd,   has  asked  her  to  the  Christmas
party.     Carol  had  a   date  with  him  back  in  the  summer,  and
:::a:g:n:1fo:: ::nE::  ::eE:nga :r#::!c:ow:::'q o!:r::sn:gvances '
only  has  scruples  ag81nst  this,  but  to  her  lt  ls  stupid  and
Sam  is  hardly  less   than  revolting.     Nevertheless,  he  would
give  her  an  entpe  to  the  crowd.
If  you  Were  Carol,  would  you:
{a)   let  Sam  alone  regardless,   knowing  that  "there  are  plenty
of  other  f lsh  ln  the  sea,"  and  getting  into  the  crowd
ism.t  worth  it?
{b)   accept  the  date,   but  make  a  point  of  keeping  in  a   group
and  paying  as  little  attention  to  Sam  8s  possible?
(c)   go  ahead  and  enjoy  yourself ,letting  Sam  get  by  with  as
little  as  possible?
{d)   give  up  on  getting  into  the   crowd?
In  this  item,  which  poses   the  question  whether.  a
student  would  be  I ilm  ln  social  rejection  of  a  person  morally
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unacceptable   regardless  of  consequences;   or  compromise
convictions  ln  order  to  gain  social  status;   or  be  totally
passive,   taking  no  action  at  all  and  expecting  nothing.
The  passive  response  was  least  popular.     In  the
Control  Group,   no  city  students,   no'rural  students,   and  no
boys   ln  any  category   so  Ilesponded.     However,   small   percent-
ages  of   this  group  in  two  categol.ies  took  this   position,   and
23  per  cent  of  gills  and  a   small  number  of  boys  in  Anonymous
Group  I  said  they  would  so  react.
Large  percentages  of   students  ln  several  categories
would  compromise.     However,   the   prepondel.ance   of   students,
as  high  as  72  per  cent   to  78  per  Cent   of :      {1)   boys  in
Anonymous  Group  11;   rul.al   students   in   the  Control  Group,
and  students  with  I.   ®rty.Is   in   the   90-99  and  110-119,   indi-
cated  they  would  stand  f irmly  on  principle,  regardless.
Item  2,
Fredls   school  has  accepted  two  Negro  students,   and  both  of
them  are  in  his  class.     All  of  FI.edls  associates  -his  close
ones,   that  is   -are   very  roucb  opposed  to  integration.     Fred
himself  ls  not  sure  how  he  feels,   though  he  has  not  been  able
to  detect  anything  personally  objectionable  about  the   two
Negro  boys.     Nevertheless,   the  white  boys  have  made   a   pact
not  to  sit  next  to  the  Negroes  nor  to  take   them  into  any
clubs  or  activities  they  can  help  taking  them\ into.
If   you  were  F`red,   Would  you:
{a)   go  along  with  your  friends,   regardless  of  how  you  felt
personally?
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(b)   accept   the   Negl.a  boys   just  like  any  other  students,
regardless  of  opinions  of  others?
{o)   try  bo  stay  neutral,   and  neither  become  friends  with  the
Negroes  nor  ostracize   them  deliberately  -  just  let  them
alone?
{d)   make  a   special  effort  to  get  acquainted  with  the  Negro
boys  end  discover  for  yourself  whether  or  not  there  was
anything  bad  about  having  them  in  your  school?
In  this   item  concerning  attitudes  toward  Negro  s.tu-
dents  admitted  to  a   previously  all-white  school,  the
passively  acquiescent  response  was   least  popular.     Only  a
few  more  said   they  would  attempt   to  learn  the  facts  ln  the
case  and  act  accordingly.     A  sligh.tly  hlghel.  proportion
said  they  would  treat  the  Negro  students  exactly  like
everyone  else.     But  the   overwhelming  majority  would  try  to
compromise  by  staying  neutral,  which  ls  an  even  more   passive
response  than  the  willingness  to  go  along  with  one's  friends
regardless  of  his  own  f eelings  about  the  matter.
In  this  passive  group  were:     88   per  cent  of  811  stu-
dents  in  Anonymous  Group  I;   80  per  cent   of   students   (1n
Control  Group)   both  of   whose  parents  have  more   than   high
school  education;   61  pep  cent   of   those  with  at  least  one
parent  having  no  more   than  high  school  education;   and  82
per  cent  of   students  with  I.  a.Is  Ilo-119.
Item  3.
Stella   ls  a   new  memberi  of   the  Beta  Club.     One  of   the f lrst
assignments  for  the   new  members  was   to   sell  chances  on  a
I.ecord  player,   from  which  proceeds  would  be  obtained  to
help  finance  a   cl.ub  project.     Stella   has  conscientious
scruples  against   selling  chances,   she   says,   no  matter  how
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small  nor  how  good  the   cause.     She,   therefore,   has  declined
to  do  this  f irst  thing  asked  of  her.
If   you  were   one   of   the   other  new  members,   who  had  to   do  the
wctrk  Stella   declined  to  do,  would  y'ou:
{a)   tell  Stella   in  no  uncertain  terms  that  you  didn.t  believe
for  a  minute  she  really  thoughtlt  was  wrong  to  sell
chances,   but  she  was   just   trying  to   chicken  out  of  some-
thing  she  didn't  want  to  do?
(b)   t|.y   to  get  the  club  to  vote  that  anyone  who  failed  to
perform  club  duties  Would  be  put  out?
(c)   accept   the  fact  that  people   of   worth  have   to  abide   by
their  scrtuples  and  though  you  do  not  agree  with  her,
Stella  has  a  right  to  hers?
{d)   of fen  to  swap  out  with  Stella   f or  a   future  assignment
and  do  her  selling  on  this  one?
On  item  3,   a   situation  ls  depicted  ln  which  a  girl
declines  on  the  basis  of  principle  to  sell   chances  on  a
record  player  f or  her  club.     The  question  is  concerned  with
the  possible  response  of   other  members   to  this  action.     Only
an  exceedingly  small  percentage  of  students  in  any  category
indicated  an  attitude  of  intolerance  or  active  resistance.
Eighty-six  per  cent  of  girls  in  the  Control  Group  indicated
a   passive  response,   saying  they  would  recognize  the  girlls
necessity   to  act  according  to  her  convlctlons.     However,
hL  per  cent  of  the  boys  in  this  group  and  82  per  cent  of
boys  in  Anonymous  Group  I  stated  that  they  would  actively
assist  the  girl  by  offering  to  do  the  work  fop  her.     The
largest  percentage  of  girls  who  would  do  this  was  39  per
cent  ln  Anonymous  Group  11  and  of  the  girls  ln  the  Control
Group,   only  14  per   Cent  would  offer  any  active  assistance.
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Item  4.
Andy  is  on  a   committee   of   the  Student  Council  to   judge   Class
entries  in  a   poster  contest.    The  posters  are  all  exceedingly
good,   but  most   of   the   committee   favors  RErs.   Eastman's   class
a:::¥ni:rc::::tng:a:e€heA:3¥6oh:#:¥:I:ok::#S|:€:tf¥:a;  for
a   class  project  they  have  been  planning  a   long  time.     More
than  that,   Mrs.  Martin  ls  Andyls  English  teacher,   and  his
English  gI.ade  is  more   or  less  in  the  balance.
If  you  were  Andy,   would  y.ou:
{a)   insist  on  giving  the  award  to  Mrs.  priartin's  class,  since
lt  really  ls  a   good  entry,  anyway?
{b)   be  strictly  objective  about  the  matter  and  refuse  to  con-
sider  the  needs  of  the  class  or  yourself?
(c)   concede   the  award  to  ltrs.   Eastmanls  class,   but  register
{d)  E::fd:°:£a€°:h:h:ag:£::;ho::::8:r;:s;I::Sfight  and  vote
wltb  them?
On  Item  L,   the  question  ls  of   the  probability  of
objective  action  ln  a  matter  of  decision,  as  differentiated
fl.om  passlvlty  or  action  on  a   basis  of   personal  advantage
to  be  del.1ved.     Responses  were  more  evenly  dlstrlbuted  than
on  previous  items.
Up  to  18   per  cent  ln  one  category  {Students  with
I.  a.I s  110-119)   said  frankly  they  would  insist  on  making
the  decision  in  the  Way  which  would  give  greatest  personal
advantage  to  the   student  ln  question,  regardless  of  facts
in  the   case.     Appreciable  proportions  in  13   of   the  16  cate-
gories  of  students  tested  agreed  on  this.
H.owever,  the  largest  proportion  stated  that  they
utould  be  strictly  objective,   regardless  of   personal  advantage
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or  disadvantage,   ranging  up  to  80  per  cent  aniong  students
with  highest  I.  a.'S.
Appreciable  numbers  in  15  of   the  categories  would
compromise   the  issue,   the  highest  being  41  per  cent  of  boys
in  Anonymous  Group  I.
However,   up  to  40  per  cent  of   students   ln  the  Control
Group  having  at  least  one   parent  with  no  more   than  high
school  education  took  the  completely  passive  position  that
they  would  go  along  with  majority  opinion,   regardless.
Item  5,
Jo.e   entered  the  Soap  Box  Derby  with  f our  other  boys  from  his
community.     prlr.   Zimmerman,   who   took  the  boys  with  their  caps
through  tne  inspection  lines  on  the  day  before  the  race,  was
a   well-known  businessman.     One   boy's  car  was   overweight,   and
the  inspection  agent  removed  a   heavy  board  from  the   seat.
Joe  was  astonished  when  t;hey  returned.  their  cars  to  their
places  to   see  Far.  Zimmerman  laughingly  place   the  board  where
lt-had  been.     He  then  pl.oduced  graphite  with  which  to  ''doctor''
the  wheels  of  all  the  boysl   cars  -an  illegal  procedure
designed  to  make   the  wheels  much  f aster  than  normal.
If  you  were  Joe,   would  you:
(a)   let  him  go  ahead  and  put  graphite  in  your  wheels,   since
you  had  nothing  to  do  with  it?
(b)  report  the  entire  procedure  to  authorities?
(c)   refuse   to  let  your  wheels  be  doctored?
(d)   give  the  group  a  lecture  on  competing  honestly?
In  Item  5,   the  issue  is:     would  a   student  accept  an
unfair  advantage  if   he  had  nothing  to  do  with.  the  action
which  gave  it  to  him,   or  would  he   take   some  kind  of  action  in
the  matter?
The  passive  response  again  was  very  popular.     In  all
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but  one  category   {students  with  less  than  901.  Q.)   large
proportions   so  responded,   as  high  as  L6  per  cent  of   students
with  I.  a..ls   of  ilo-119.     Not  more   than  12  per  cent   of   stu-
dents  in  any  other  I.  0„   group  I.esponded  passively.
Nearly  half   the   girils   in  Anonymous  Group  I   would
report  the  matter  to  authorities,  and  a   third  of  students
with  I.   a.ls   90-99  would.  give   the  group  a   lecture   on  honesty.
By  far  the  majority  would  simply  refuse  to  allow  the
dishonest  act  to  be  performed,   but  take  no  further  action,
disclaiming  any  responsibility  for  the  actions   of  others.
The  percentages  giving  this   response   rginged  from,23   to  70,
including  some  in  every  category.     The  highest  percentage
was   among  students   with  I.   Q,.Is   of   110-119  and  120   or  more.
Item  6.
Jo8nls  parents  are  unable  to  give  her  the  fr40  necessary  for
her  to  go  to  the  beach.     Joan's  parents  are  not  apparently
hard  up  any  more   than  other  parents,   and  so  far  as   she   can
see,   there  is  no  reason  other  than  stinginess  to  keep  them
from  giving  her  this  money.     They  have  told  her,  however,
that  they  have  heavy  debts  which  prevent  it.     All  her   "set"
is  going  the  day  af ter  school  closes.
If   you  were  Joan,   would  you:
{a)   condemn  your  parents   for  poor  management  and  tell   them
that  you  are   thoroughly  ashetmed   that  they   cannot  afford
the  things  your  I rlends  have?
(b)   take   the  money  out   of   the   piggy  bank  and  go  on  when  the
time  comes,   leaving  a   note  f or  your  stingy  parents?
{C)   low-rate  your  parents   to  your  friends  and  blame   them  for
(d)  ¥:::p:n%E:1:±¥i::a€:o:i;:u:h3a:::::Sfave  given  you  in
faith,  and  try  to  help  cut  expenses  so  that  their
ial  burden  will  be  less?
6L
On  Item  6,  which  dealt  with  a  girl's  attitude  toward
parents  who  declined  to  give  her  a   sum  of  money  which  she
felt  they  could  have  afforded  had  they  wanted  to  do  lt,
impressive  majorities  ln  every  category  indicated  they  would
accept   the  parental  decision  as  being  in  good  faith,  up  to
loo  pep  cent  in  L  categories.
Item  7.
John  quickly  made  friends  with  Darrell,   a  new  student  who
had   just  moved  to  town.     John  liked  the  new  boyls  parents,
too.     One  day,   however,   word  leaked  out   that  Darrellls
father  had  served  time  befol.e  moving  to  this  town,   and  that
he  had  to  change   jobs  very  often  because  of  this.
If  you  were   John,   would  you:
(a)  drop  Darpell  like  a  hot  brick,  for  fear  of  ruining  your
reputa ti on?
{b)   spread  word  of   this  as  quickly  as  possible   so  that  others
would  realize  you  had  not  known  about  it  bef ore  and  would
not  connect  you  with  such  a   person?
{c)   ignore  the  rumor  entirely,  feeling  that  whether  or  not  it
was  true,1t  had  nothing  to  do  with  your  friendship with
Darrell?
(d)   champion  Darrell  even  more,   openly  enlisting  your  friends
to  help  him  we8thep  this  difficulty?
Item  7,  involving  probable  attitude  toward  a  boy  about
whose  parents  a  malicious  rumor  was   spreading,   got  virtual
unanimity  on  an  attitude  of  tolerance  toward  the  boy.     The
division  of  response  was  simply  between  passivity--up  to
loo  per  cent  of  students  with  I.  a.'s  from  ilo-119--and
aotlve  championship  of  the  of fended  stndent  by  a   high  of
50  per  Cent  of  students  in  the  highest  I.  Q.  group.
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Item  8,
Dick  was  quarter-back  on  the   football  team.     The  new   coach
had  been  brought  to  the  school  prlm8rily  because  the  school
had  had  several  losing  seasons  and  he  intended  to  beat  the
teamls  arch-rival  this  year  at  all  costs.    From  the  first,
he  made  it  clear  that,  as  the  boys  on  the  rival  team  had
consistently  played  rough  ball,   the  Latter  would  employ  any
possible  techniques  -legal  op  illegal  -to  defeat  theRT„
He  even   showed  them  how  to  employ  111®gsl   tactics  without
detection.
If  you  were  Dick,  would  you:
{a)   go  along  with  the   team  and  figure  the  rival  team  had  lt
coming?
{b)   state  positively  and  openly  that  you  considered  such  an
attitude  unsport§manlike  and  disgraceful  and  you  would
not  participate  in  illegal  tactics?
{o)   try  to  get  other  members  of  the  team  to  play  strictly
{d)  :¥s±::  ::::a:he  team?
Item  8  deals  with  a   studentls  willingness   to  cheat
in  a   sport,   1f  so  directed  by  a  coach.
From  6  per  cent  to  55  per  Cent  of   students  ln  lil
categor.1es readily  acknowledged  they  would  passively  go  along
with  the  cheating.     The   two  groups   that  rejected  the  cheating
entirely  were  boys  in  Anonymous  Group  I  and  students  with
I.  ft.'s  less  than  90.
Approximately  equal  proportions  of   students  said  that
they  would  not  go  along  with  such  tactics  or  that  they  would
actively  try  to  persuade  others  to  this  position.    A  slightly
higher  percentage  favored  the  letter  response.
However,   8   considerable  number,   representing  all  but
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one   category,   said  they  would  resign  from  such  a   team.     The
highest  percentages  giving  this  response  were  approximately
a  f ourth  of  boys  in  Anonyrlious  Group  I  and  city  students  in
the  Control  Group.
Item  9,
The  F.  H.  A.  members  have  been  asked  to  assist  with  door-to-
door  canvassing   in   the  lvfarch-of -Dimes   Campalng.     It  was
obvious   that  no  one  really  wanted  to  underta`ke   the  task  and
no  one  volunteered  when  the  president  asked  about  it.
Granting   that  you  were  not  personally  opposed  to  the  campaign
on  general  principles,   if  you  Were  a  member,   would  you:
(a)   volunteer  immediately  as  you  feel   this  is   everyone.s
responsibility?
{b)   decline   and  suggest  that   the  people  who  are   on  the  Campaign
Committee  do  the   solicitation?
(c)   wait   and  see  lf  anyone  else   decided  to  help?
(d)   try  to  encourage  everyone  to  help?
Item  9  portrayed  student  attitudes  and  proba`ble
behavior  in  a  matter  of  social  responsibility.     This  was
reflected  in  rel8tlon  to  club  work  as  well  as  a   community
project  for  Charitable  purposes.
Tbe  passive  attitude  ls  again  appal.ent  in  the  number
of  students  representing  all  categories  tested  who  said  they
would  ''wait  and  see''  what  others  did  and  act  accordingly.
Almost  half   the   students  with  I.  Q.'s  110-119  and  an  equal
percentage   of  city  students   so  responded.
Only  small  percentages  of  students  indicated  that
they  would  decline  to  participate  entirely,  the  highest
being  18  per  cent  of  rural  students  in  the  Control  Group.
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IIowever,  f ron  24  per  cent  to  55  per  cent,   or  roughly
from  one  fourth  to  one  half ,   the  students  in  the  various
categories  said  they  would  actively  try  to  enlist  others  ln
the  project.     The  highest  proportions  who  responded  thus
were   the   students   in  Anonymous  Group  I.
Item  10,
When   Joe   came.  to   chemistry  class  rmonday  morning,   he  found  a
dollar  bill  on  the  floor  by  his  chair.     No  one  else  had
arrived,   so  it  had  been  there  all  week-end.     If  you  were  Joe,
would  you:
(8)   announce   that  you  had  found   some  money  and  askwhose   lt
was?
{:}  8:¥e£:ti::ot§:u:e:::£::  and  say  nothing  to  anyone  about
lt?
{d)   put  it  into  your  pocket,   and  tell  the  teacher  you  had
found  some  money  in   case   anyone   asked  about  it?
Only  a   very  small  proportion  of  students  in  any
category  indicated  they  would  put  the  money  in  their  pockets
and  say  nothing,   and  none  in  Anonymous  Group  I,   no  girls
in  the  Control  Group,   no  rural  students  in  the  Control
{oorrespondlng  to   the  same  response  among  the  all-pupal
Group  I),  none  among  students  in  the   two  lowest  I.  a.   groups.
The  highest  proportion  was  9  per  cent  among  students  with
I.Q.'s  ilo-119.     The  lal.gest  proportions  said  they  would  give
lt    i;o  the  teacher,  and  smaller  proportions  indicated  that  they
would  pocket   the  money,   but  let  it  be  known  that  they  had  it.
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Item  11,
Ed  and  John  were   on  the  way  home   fl.om  school  when  they   came
on  a   revolting  scene.     Two  of   their  fr.lends   had  run  down  a
newcomer  -  a   Japanese  boy  -  and  cornered  him,   and  they  were
beating  him,   apparently  for  no  reason  except  that they  did
not  want  any  f oreigners  in  their  school.    Most  of  the  other
boys  had  picked  at  the  !'Jap"   considerably,   but  this  was  the
first  time  anyone  had  physically  hurt  him.
If  you  were  Ed  and  John,  would  you:
{a)   run  for  the  Principal?
i:)   :±::dLEyagfds:£ge:hfo:±§5::  f Fiends?
(d)   go  on  by  without  doing  anything,   since   lt  was  none   of
your  business?
Item  11  has  to  do  with  both  racial  attitudes  and
social  responsibility  for  8n  anti-social  act.    In  an
unusual  response  among  students  Ln  the   survey,   significant
percentages  of   students  ln  most  of  the   categories  said  they
would  ''rua  for  the  Principal."    Preponderant  majorities,
ranging  from  63  per  cent  for  town  students  ln  the  Control
Group  to  91  pep  cent  f or  each  of  three  groups  ln  the  Control
Group:     rural,   city  and  I.  a.   bracket  ilo-119,   said  they
would  t'pitch  in  and  stop  the  f ight.''
Only  8  per  cent  in  one  category  -the boys   in
Anonymous  Group  11   -   said  they  would  stand  by  and  cheer  f or
the  bullies.
However,   the  passive  attitude  again  Claimed  represen-
tatives  in  11  categories.    Almost  one  fourth  of  girls  in
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Anon:ymous  Group  I  and  nearly  a  f ifth  of  boys   in  Anonymous
Group  |1  said  they  would  pay  no  attention  at  all,   since  it
was   ''none  of   their  business.''
Item   12®
Bob  is  water  boy  for  the  high  school  f ootball  team.    Af ter
practice  in  the  afternoon,   everyone  ls  hot  and  thlpsty.
Some  of   the  players  know  how  to  get  drinks   out  of  a   cold
dl.ink  machine  without  using  coins,   and  they  always  help
themselves.   ` The  whole   team  knows  it.     Most  of   them  do  it.
If   you  were  Bob,   would  you:
(a)   accept   drinks  from  them  and  just  be   one  of   the  fellows?
{b)   report   them  to   the  coach?
{c)   point  out  to  them  that  it  is  dishonest  and  tl.y  to  per-
suade   them  to  use  money?
(d)   ignore  the  matter  entirely?
Item  12  portrays  a  boy  confrionted  with  a   decision  as
to  his  response  to  the  knowledge  that  other  students
habitually  steal  drinks.
Approximately  one  f ourth  of  all  students   tested  said
they  would  go  along  with  the  "boys"  and  accept  drinks  f ron
them,   knowing  they  were   stolen.     In  12  categories  of
testees,   appreciable  numbers  of   students  would  report  the
students  who  stole:     22  per  cent;  of   students  with  I.  a.Is
Ilo-119,   and  the   same  pl.oportion  of   all  boys   ln  the  Control
Group.
The  largest  pepcentages   ln  this  item  were  of   students
who  would  try  to  persuade   the  3'boys"   to  be  honest.     This  is
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unusual,   as  in  most  items,   testees  indicated  cleaiily  their
reluctance  to  try  to  influence  other  people's  behavior.
But  half   the  students  ln  two   categories,   and  large
nuriibers  in  most   others,   took  the  passive  response  again:
they  would  ignore  the  whole  business.
Item  13.
Burt  had  worked  on  the   school  newspaper   three  years,   doing
virtually  every  kind  of  work  to  be  done  on  it  at  one time
or  another.     Everyone  expected  him  to  be  Editor  f or  his
senior  year,   but  the s ponsor  named  George,   a  gifted  stu-
dent  who  had  shown  little  interest  ln  the  paper,   but  whom
the  sponsor  thought  to  be  the  best  potential  Editor..
If  you  were  Burt,   would  you:
(a)   resign  entirely  and  have  no  more   to  do  with  the   paper?
{b)   stay  on  the  staff ,   but  work  against   the  Editor  in  every
possible  way?
(a)   protest  to  the  s ponsor  and/or  the  Principal  and  try  to
bring  pressure  to  change   the  decision?
{d)   recognize  Georgels   super.iority  and/or  the  sponsor's  superiority?
Item  13   concerns  how  a   student  would  react   in  the
discharge  of  assigned  responsibility  who  f eels  he  has  been
unjustly  by-passed  for  deserved  recognition  and  position.
Impressive  majorities  in  all  categories  of  students--up  to
loo  per  cent  of   town   students  and  students  with  I.   C}„ls   less
than  90--said  they  would  work  on  in  good  spirit  regardless
of  the  situation.
However,   appreciable   percentages   said  t;hey  would
I.esign  entirely  f ron  the  paper,  up  to  25  per  cent  of  boys
in  Anonymous  Group  ||.
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A  much   smallel'  proportion  acknolweged  they  would
stay  on,   but  wol.k  against  the  new  editor,   and  a   slightly
larger  group--but  not   in  the  neighborhood  of  a  majority--
said  they  would  try  to  bring  pressure  to  get  the  decision
changed.     The  largest  percentage  in  this\    group  was  18  per
cent   of   students  with  I.   Q.'s   between  110-119.
Item  ltr.
The   end  of   the  termi  is  here.     M.ark  has   not  had   time   to
prepare  811  his  outside  reading  reports  which  are   due
tclmorrow.     The   time   cannot   be   extended.
If  you  were  Mark,   would  you:
(a}   get  a  fl.lend  to  let  you  use  his  notes  and  make   the
reports  as  lf  you  had  I.ead  all  the  books  and  articles?
{b)   quite   school  because  there  was  no  use  in  continuing  if
if  you  couldn't  finish  the  work?
(c)   read  all  you   could,  report  on  it,   and  take  whatever
cut   ln  your  grade  was  necessary  because  of   the   things
(d)  g:£  :£:Lg:i:a:::i?to  require  the  teacher  to  give  you
more   time?
Item  lh  deals  with  the  matter  of  cheating  again  and
asks  what  a   student  would  do  if  he  f ound  lt  lmposslble  to
meet   course  requirements  honestly.
A  preponderant  majority  s81d  they  would  simply  do
all   they  could  and  turn  it  in.     In  fact,   loo  per  cent  of
each  of   three   groups   so   stated:     boys   in  Anony.mous   Group  I,
students  with  I:   a;.Is   less   than  90  and  students  with  I.   Gi..ls
120  and  over.
However,   54  per  cent   of  boys   in  Anonymous   Group  ||
plainly  acknowledged   they  would  get  a   friend  to  allow  them
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to  copy  his  reports  and  turn  them  ln  as  if   they  had  read
the   books  and  articles.     REuch  smaller  proportions  in  11
other  groups  said  the  sam.e,  and  still  smaller  proporticms
"ould  ask  the  Principal  to  intervene  and  extend  the  dead-
line.     No  one  in  any  category  suggested  that  he  would  just
quit  altogether  since  he  could  not  do  the  work.
Item  15.
Jackls  crowd  got  in  trouble  for  leaving  school  to  go  to
the  drug  store  during  the  lunch  period.     Everyone  but  Jack
was  given  a   three-day  suspension,   according  to  school  regu-
lations.     Jack,   however,  was  not   caught,   as  he  managed  to
duck  out  of   sight  at-'  the  crlucial  moment.
If   yJou  were   Jack,   would  you:
(a)   turn  yourself   in  and  take  your  punishment?
(b)   thank  your  lucky  stars  and  keep  mum?
(a)  make  atonement   by  working  especially  hard  from  now  on?
{d)   bribe   the  rest  of   the  gang  not   to  squeal  on  you?
In  Item  15,   a  boy  is  the  only  one  not  caught  in  a
group  who  broke  an  important  school   regulation.     Approxi-
mately  equal  proportions  of   students  in  all  categories
responded  that   they  would  turn  themselves  in  and  that  they
would  ''thank  their  luctry   stars  and  keep  mum."     The  number
who  would  turn  themselves  in  is  ln  impressive  contrast  t;o
the   small  numbers  who  would  t'tattle"   o`n  another  person.
Only  L  per  cent  in  one  category  of   testees  suggested
that  they  would  bribe  the  rest  to  keep  a.ulet,  but  signlfl-
cant  percent9ges  would  work  especially  hal.d  to  atone  f or
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the  wrong:     approximately  one  I ourth,   each  of  boys  in
Anonymous  Group  I  and  students  with  I.   Q.ls  loo-109,   stu-
dents  with  100-119,   of   town  students  in   the  Control  Group
and  slightly  less  in  each  of  three  other  cats.gories.
Item  16.
Martha   comes  from  a   home  where  money  is   scarce.     In  order  to
have  money  for  books,   incidentals  and  even  some   of  her
clothing,  Martha  has  taken  a   job  as   secretary  to  an  English
teacher,   who  turns   ln  a  monthly  report  on  the  hours  REartha
works.     On  the  basis   of  this  report,  Martha  receives  a   check
from  the  Principal's  office.    After  the  third  month,  Martha
discovered  that  the  teacher  had  been  padding  her  report  in
order  to  make   the   check  bigger,   because   she  knew  Martha
needed  the  money.
If  you  were  Hartha,   would  you:
(a)   ignore  the  matter  as  not  your  responsibility?
{:i  ::±u:#etB:i:::;g±  8:tc£::ky:::o  1t?
{d)   tell  the  English  teacher  as  graciously  as  possible  that
you  apprelcated  her  gesture,  but  would  like  it  better
lf   she  repel.ted  only  the  hours  you  actually.  worked?
|n  Item  16,  a   student  again  must  decide  whether  or
not  she  will  accept  a  dishonest  advantage  acquired  through
no  act  of `her  own,   this  time  involving  money,   rather  than
a   sport.
Slzeable  percentages  of   students  would  respond
totally  passively,  I eellng  lt .was  not  their  respoz]sibility:
two  per  cent   of   boys   in  Anonymous  Group  I,   27   per  cent  of
students  with  I.  Q.Is  ranging  from  ilo-119.
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A  very  small  proportion  of   students  in  several  cate-
gories  would  return  the   excess  money.     A  much  srTialler  group
would  ask  the  Principal  to  check  into  the  matter,  but  the
preponderance  would  express  gracious  appreciation  to  the
person  responsible  and  suggest   that   they  would  pathep
collect  only  what  was  due.
Item  17,
Sarah.s  father  believes  dancing  is  wrong.     In  fact,  he
believes  it  so  strongly  that  he  has  expressed  himself  openly
on  the   subject  and  the  entire   community  is  well  aware  of  his
position.     Sarah  dLsagress  with  her  father  and  feels  that  the
most  crucial  matter  in  her  life  at  this  moment  is  whether  or
not  she  shall  be  able  to  attend  the  Junior  Prom.
If   you  Were  Sarah,   would  you:
(a)   defy  your  father  openly  and  attend  the  Prom?
( :)  ::::5to#u:nfa::::Pg  :E:i::o:swi|:::::pg::ek3::1f?gg:?even"
with  him  some   other  way?
(d)   acknowledge  your  fatherls  authority  and  respect  his
position?
Item  17  returns  to  attitudes  toward  parents  and
depicts  a  girl  whose  father  openly  disapproves  of  a   social
activity  she  feels  is  ''the  most  important  thing  in  life,''--
the  Junior  Prom.    A  majority  in  every  category  but  one--
boys   in  Anonymous  Group  II--stated  that   they  would  confo]:.in  to
the  fatherls  feelings.
However.,   1}J+  per   cent   of   students  with  I.   f4.   90-99,
4L  pep  cent  of  students  with  I.  ®„   loo-109,  42  per  cent  of
boys   ln  Anonymous  Group  11,   LO  pep  Cent   of   students   having
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at  least  one  parent  with  no  more  than  high  school  education--
and  others  in  lesser  proportions--stated  that  they  would  defy
their  father.s  and  go  anyway.     Only   small  percentages  stated
that  they  would  either  ''sneak''  and  go,   or  stay  at  home,   but
t'get  even"  with   their  fathers   in  some  way.
Item  18.
Tom  is  a  high  school  senior.     IIis  grades  have  been  only
slightly  above  average,   but  he  needs  to  make   the  highest
marks  he  can  in  order  to  obtain  admission  to  the  college  of
his   choice.     His'  classmate,   Joe,   has  managed  to  filch  a
copy  of  the  final  math  exam  from  the  teacher's  desk,   and
of f ered  to  show  it   to  Tom.
If   you  were  Tom,   would  you:
(a)   gladly  accept   the   chance  to  see   the  questions?
{b)   either  report  Joe  to  the  teacher  or  infer  to  the   teacher
that  t;here  might  be  a   copy  of   the  questions  circulating
without  identifying  Joe  as  the  one  responsible?
{c)   try  to  persuade  Joe  to  rerutn  the   stolen  paper  to   the
teacher?
{d)   decline,   but  say  nothing  to  anyone  about   it?
Item  18  deals  tylth  a  boy  having  a   struggle  to  make
suff.iciently  high  mal.ks  to  enter  the   college  of   his  choice,
who  must  decide  whether  or  not  he  will  cheat  to  improve  his
grades.    Thirty-eight  per  cent  of  boys  in  Anonymous  Group  ||
would  gladly  accept  the  Chance   to  cheat  and  lesser  percentage
in  other  groups.
A   smaller  proportion  (the  highest  perceintage  being
20  per  cent  of   students  in  the  highest  I.  Q.  bracket)   said
they  would  at  least  infer  to  the  teacher  that  oheatlng  was
going  on.     A  very  lapse  proportion--more   than  half  of  students
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with  I.  a.'s  90-99  and  of  boys  in  Anonymous  Group  I--said
they  would  try   to  persuade   the  boy  who  took  the   examination
questions   to  give  them  to   the  teacher.
But,   the  largest  group  took  the  passive  attitude.
They  would  not  look  at  the  questions,   but  would  say  nothing
to  anyone  about  the  business:     82  per  cent  of  students  with
I.  a.ls  loo-109,  and  6tr  per  cent  of  city  students  in  Control
Group.
Item  19,
Alice  and  Mary  have  been  friends  since  first  grade  days.
Alice  has  always  found  school  work  easy;  iviapy,   not   so  easy.
At  last,   the  time  has   come  when  ty'iapy   can  no  longer   keep  up
with  the  class  without  help.     She  deliberately  looks  on
Alicels  test  papers  for  her  answers,   and  copies  her  home
work  when  possible.
If  you  were  Alice,   would  you:
(a}  riake     it    as   easy  as  possible  fop  Mary  to  copy  without
{b)  g:::::gt£:u£E#er  to  school  authorities?
{c)  discuss  the  matter  with  Mary,   telling  her  firmly  you
will  not  tolerate  suck  behavior?
{d)   have  nothing  to  say,  but  cover  your  papers  as  well  as
possible  and  consider  that  beyond  that;   it  was  Plaryls
business  if   she  wanted  to  cheat?
Item  19  deals  with  attitudes   toward  someone  else  who
copied  from  the  student  in  question.
As  many  as  23  per  cent  of   city  students  in  the  Control
Group  and  22  per  cent  of   students   in  3  other  categories:
boys   in  Anonymous  Group  11,   boys   in  the  Control  Group  and
students  with  I.  ft.Is  90-99--would  make  it  as  easy  as
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Possible  for  a  friend  to  copy.
only  a   very  small  percentage  of  students  in  L  of
16  categories  would  report  the  matter  to  authorities.
Approximately  equal  pl.oportions   over-all  would
either  tell  the  friend  ln  certain  terms  that  they  would  not
tolerate  the  copying,   or  simply  cover  their  work  the best
they  could  and  consider  that  beyond  this  lt  was  none  of
their  business--a   passive  response  again.     The  highest
percentage  on  the  former  response  was  64  per  cent  of   stu-
dents  with  I.  a.Is  ilo-119,   and  in  the  lat;ten  8L  per  cent
of   students  in  the  highest  I.  a.   brackets  and  70  per  cent
of   boys   in  Anonymous   Group  11.
Item  20,
Student  elections  were  being  held  and  among  the  candidates
i or  president  Were  Eileen  Appling  and  Bill  Snyder.     Elleen
was  not  much  of  a   student,  but   she  was   the   outstanding
basketball  player,  having  been  chosen  for  all-state  teams
three  years.     Her  character  was  even  less   than  her  scho-
lastic  record,   and  it  was  well  known  that  most  students
would  have  been  expelled  for  some  of  the   things  she  had
done.     In   spite  of  all   this,   her  fans  were  many,  and  lt
was  apparent   that  Bill  Snydel.,   whose  grades  and  character
were  both  top  bracket,  along  with  his  leadership  ability,
did  not  have  sufficient  glai-flour  and  political  prowess   to
win  the  election.`
If  you  were  a   student,   would  you:
(a)  vote  for  Bill  on  the  basis  of  his  obvious  superiority?
(b)   vote  for  Eileen  because  lt  was   the   thing  to  do  and  she
was  going  to  win  anyway?-
{c)   refuse   to  vote,   since  to  vote  for  Eileen  would  be  against
your  conscience  and  to  vote  against  her  might  be   to  lose
friendship?
{d)   get  out  and  work  to  put  Bill  Snyder  in?
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In  I`tem  20,   the  situation  is  a   student  election  in
which  the  popular  thing  to  do  is   to  vote  f op  a   very  unworthy
girl  as  opposed  to  a  really  worthy,  but  not  so  popular  boy.
Only  a   small  percentage  of   students  would  react   passively  ln
this  case  and  either  vote  with  the  majority  for  practical
reasons  or  decline  to  vote  at   all  on  the   same  basis.    A
large  proportion  would  vote  f or  the  better  candidate  regard-
less,
But  the  plieponderance  stated  that  they  would  actively
work  to  put  the  worthy  candidate  into  off ice:     from  18  per
cent  of   students  Hlth  I.  a.Is  loo-109  to  89  pep  cent  of
girls  in  Anonymous  Group  I.
cONCLuslors
Honesty.    Most   students  lack  a  well-defined  concept
of  what  is  honesty  and  what  is  not.     This  is  illustrated  by
the  fact  that  all  but  4  of  them  stated  that  their  parents
would  be  very  much  upset  to  discover  that  they  had  lied  or
cheated  to  any  degree,   regardless   of   consequences;   yet  17
acknowledged  frankly   that  their  parents  had  ln  the  past
either  instructed  them  to  tell  something  not  strictly  the
truth  or  suggested  that  they  do.     In  other  words,   in  their
concept,   there  are  times  when  "a  lie  is  not  a  lie."    More-
over,   in  choices  involving  overt  dishonesty,   such  as  copying
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reports,   keeping  money  one  had  found,   and  the  like,  most
students  were  clear  in  rejecting  dishonest  actions.     However,
many  students  seemed  to  see  no  moral  responsibility  ln  a
dishonest  act  performed, either  ln  their  presence  or  even  on
their  behalf .
Personal Obligations.     In  responses  to  items  related
to  attitudes  toward  parents,   personal  pesponslbilities  at
school,   such  as  work  on  the   school  paper,   paliticipation  in
the  work  of   clubs,   of  assignments,   performance,   taking
punishment  for  errors,   coopel.atlon  with  and  assistance  to
fzilends,   general  attitudes  are  on  the  highest  level  of   the
throe  categories  of  lntegrlty  among  the  high  school  students
tested,
Social Responsibility.    In  the  area  of   social  respons[-
bllity  as  111ustpated  ln  responses  concerning  attitudes
toward  members  of  other  races,   correcting wrong-doing  on  a
school  or  community  basis  by  reporting  wrong-doing  or  by
actively  soeklng  to  influence  other  people,   the  level  is
lowest  of   the  thliee  categories.
GENERAli
1.     Where   pet.f opmanc®   1n  honesty   ls   poor,   1t   seems
likely  that  the  great reason  is  the  lack  of  specific  inter-
ppetive  training  and  example.
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2.    The  basic  value  apparently  most  characterlstio
and  compelling  of  all  among   testees   seems   to  be  immediate
pleasure  and  comfort   on  the   one  hand  and  freedom  from
responsibility  ln  creating  displeasure  or  discomfort  for
anyone  for  any  reason,  regardless  of  other  values  that  must
be  sacrificed  to  achieve  this  one.
3.    Students  generally  seem  surfeitedwlth  testing  to
such  8n  extent  that  they  are  somewhat  blase  in  their  lndiffeI.-
enoe  toward  testing  op  resentful  of  the  mu-ch  testing.
However,  f ron  the  limited  survey  included  in  this  study,  it
appears  that  very  little  f8cade  answering  took  place.     Stu-
dents  f eel  little  self -consciousness  about  being  as  they  are,
assuming  a   sophisticated  air  of  complacency,  with  little  or
no  drive  to  be  different,   even  though  they  may  readily
acknowledge  error  and  weakness.
4.    The  responses  of  students  in  the  various  Intelli-
gence  Q,uotlent  groups  were   so  variable   that  a  much  more
elaborate   testing  program  would  be  necessary  to  establish a s
8  trend  either.  a  relation  between  intelligence  and  integrity
or  the  absence   of   one.     However,   1t   does   seem  probable   that
the  tendency  f or  those  in  the  highest  I.  Q.   bracket--120  and
above--1s  toward  strict  performance  of  duties  and  adherence
to  high  principles  ln  matters  of  honesty,   personal  obligation
and  social  responsibility,   and  toward  absolute  avoidance  of
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the  effort  either  to  influence  or to  "recompense''  others
who  presumably  either  ''do  Wrong"  op  fail  to  do  a   positive
thingwhlch  should  be  done.     They  appear  to  have  a.n  exacting
concept  of  the  limitations  of  moral  responsiblllty  and  a
determination  to  live  within  it.
5.     On   the  whole,   students   in  Anonymous  Group  |1,
which  was   composed  almost  entirely   of   town   students,   seem
molie  likely   than  others   `to  be  governed  by  expediency  and  the
goal  of  lrmediate  pleasure  in  all  thl.oe  areas  rather  than
by.  ethical  standards.
6.     Boys  ln  all  three  groups   showed  evidence  of  being
more  likely  to  exert   themselves  for  the  assistance  of  others
than  girls:    i.  e.,  more  altruistically  socially  responsible.
7.    Although  environment  is  undoubtedly  a  great
determining  factor  ln  behavior  trends,   there  seems  to  be  less
relationship  between  behavior  and  type  of   community,  as   I.ura|
town,op  city,   than  between  children  of   parents  in  similar
socio-economic  groups.     Hence,   the  rural  students  in  Anony-
mous  Group  I,   although  all  Iiur81,   were  apt   to  differ  widely
in  responses  f ron  rural  students  in  the  Control  Glioup,  whose
experience  is  likely  to  be  much  broader  than  the  rural
communities   in  which  they  reside,   and  whose  superior  family
background  makes   considerable  difference.     The   same  thing
applies   to  the   town  students  ln  Anonymous  Group  11  and  the
town  students  in   the  Control  Group®
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8.    The   two  groups  of   testees,   those  with  at  least  one
parent  having  no  more  than  high  school  eduoation  and  those
both  of  whose  parents  have  more  than  high  school  education,
shoHed  most  divergence  on  questic>ns  involving  race,   social
responsibility,   and  personal  honesty.   However,   on  some  items
the  difference  was  slight  and  as  with  other  judgments,  many
more  cases  need  to  be  Studied  f or  conclusive  evidence.
9.    Although  core  values  and  basic  motivation  are
acquired  in  the  nesting  situation,   a   dif.Ference  between
human  beings  and  lower  animals  is  the  capacity  for  re-direct;ion
and  self-discipline.    The  testees  studied  have  revealed  great
Capacity  for  adherence  to  principles   consistent  with their
own  value  system.     The  great  demand,   therefore,   is  for  a
strong  sense  of  value  continuity  in  our  society  which  will
replace  greatest  value  not  upon  the  rationalization  or
realization  of  a   personal  emotional  need  nor  equate it  with
the  acceptance   or  non-acceptance  of   self .     It  must  place
greatest  value  upon  that  which  conforms  with  consciously
recognized  and  acknowledged  eternal  verity,   in  which  the
ethical,   the  democratic,   the  religious  and  the  socially
acceptable  as  well  as  the  personally  gratifying  al.a  consis-
tent  with  each  other.
10.    The  general  lack  of  long-range  purpose   or
integrating  sense  of  identity  with  an  authoritative,   cosmic
-- , TT"
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force   to  give  meaning  to  personal   sacrifice  or  dedlcatlon
seems  to  account  for  the  social  passlvlty.
11.     The  compulsion  to  be   successful,  evidenbed  by
responses  of  testees  ln  this  study  and  conf lrm®d  by  every
dayls  observations  may  well  be  the  ®xplanatlon  for  the
extreme  determination  to  make  oneself  personally  pleasing
to  other  people  and  not  to  undertake  any  difficult-to-achieve,
long-range,   high  ideal.     If   success,   vaguely  meaning  accept-
able  perf ormance   of  some  activity  which  brings  8   sizeable
financial  return,   1s  the  number  one  requirement  which  our
society  makes  of  its  constltuents,   we  will  deny  to  them  their
basic  right  to  individuality--to  the  creativity  within  them,
to  the  preservation  of  genuine  homeostasis,   rather  than  of
an  artificially  nurtured  concept  of   self  adopted  and  protected
solely  as  a   clef ense  against  a   society  which  will  not  tolerate
the  maintenance  of  a   I.ealistically  achieved  homeostasis.
Indeed,  we  have  here  even  in  this   very  small  range   study
abundant  evidence   that  this  is  so.
12.     The  repeated  reference  of  testees   to  a   growing
fear  of   estrangement  from  others,   sometimes   specific  az]d
sometimes  general,   and  the  exceedingly  great  lengths   to
which  their  behavior  profiles  have  indicated  they  will  go  to
protect  themselves  against  alienation  and,   more  positively,
to  achieve  identity  with  others,  illustrates  a  final,
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ultimate  basic  truth:     The  abysmal  loneliness  of   every  human
being  on  his  separate  island  op  in  his  private  well  is  the
most  terrlifying  of  all  the  verities  an  individual  must  con-
front.     Indeed,   this  Would  seem  to  be   the  device  by  which
the  Creator  assured  man.s  recognition  of  his  ultimate
recourse  to  Him  alone.     For  the   only  means  by  which  the
isolation  becomes  toier2ble  is   the  discernment  that  here  in
this  abject  detachment  from  any  other  living  being  there  is
still--in  whatever  depth  of  aloneness--the  enveloping  warmth
of  His  Presence  and .the  natural  instinotual  identity  with
Him,
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In  each  of   the  situations  described  in  the  following  pages,
you  are  asked  to  consider  four  81ternat;ive  responses.
Obviously,   in  some   oases  there  might  be  many  possible
responses   other  than   these  four.     However,   you  are  asked  to
indicate  on  your  answer  sheet,  by  writing  the  appropriate
letter  in  the  space  indicated,  which  of  the  f our  suggested
responseSELu would  be  mostE±  ±9±E  i_i__k_e__1_y  ±±  ±±E£±   1f   you   were   the
person  involved.     Note   that  in  every  case,   you  ape  asked
what  you  would  do,   not  what  you   think  would  be  right   to  do.
Ideally,   the  two  are  the  same.    Actually,   they  are  not
alwa.ys.     Your  papers  will  be  completely  anonymous  and  there
are  no  correct  and  incor.rect  answers.
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1® Car.ol  is  on  the  fringes  of   the  ''best"  crowd  in  her  school,
and  she  wants   very  much   to  be   included  securely®     Sam,
definitely  one  of  the  crowd,  has  asked  her  to  the  Christ-
mas   party.     Carol  had  a   date  with  him  back  in   the   summer,
:a:a:g:s:p:::a:::€a:f  ::ew:::::ngot:giEgst?pT::: :::.?1s
Carol  not  only  has  scruples  against  this,   but  to  her  lt
is  stupid  and  Sam  is  hardly  less  than  revolting.     Never-
theless,  he  would  give  her  an  entre  to  the   croud.
If   you  were   Carol,  would  you:
(a)   let  Sam  alone  regardle`ss,   knowing  that  ''there  ape
plenty  of  other  fish  ln  the  sea,t'  and  getting  into
the  crowd  isn't  worth  lt?
(b)   accept  the  date,   but  make  a   point  of   keeping  ina
group  and  paying  as  little  attention  to  Sam  as
possible?
(c)   go  ahead  and  enjoy  yourself ,   letting  Sam  get  by  with
as  little  as  possible?
2.     Fredls   school  has  accepted  two  Negrc>  students,   and  both
of  them  are  ln  his  class.    All  of  Fred's  associates   -his
close  ones,   that  is  -are  very  much  opposed  to  integration.
Fred  himself  is  not  sure  how  he  feels,   though  he  hag  not
been  able  to  detect  anything  personally  objectionable
about   the  two  Negro  boys.     Nevertheless,   the  white  boys
have  made  a  pact  not   to  sit  next  to   the  Negroes  nor  to
take  them  into  any  clubs  or  activities  they  can  help
taking  them  into.
If  you  were  Fred,   would  you:
{a)   go  along  with  your  friends,  regardless  of  how  you  felt
(b}   8:::;:a:±g?RTegpo  boys   just  like  any  other  students,
regardless  of  opinions  of  others?
`{c)   try  to  stay  neutral,   and  neither  become  friends  with
the  Negroes  nor  ostracize  them  deliberately  -  just
let  them  alone?
{d)  make  a  `special  effort  to  get  acquainted  with  the
Negro  boys  and  discover  for  yourself  whether  or  not
thez.e  was  anything  bad  about  having  them  in  your
school?
3 Stella   ls  a   new  member  of   the  Beta  Club.     One  of   the
flpst  assignments  for  the  new  members  was  to  sell  Chances
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on  a   record  player,   from  which   pl.oceeds  would  be   obtained
to  help  finance  a   club  project.     Stella  has  conscientious
scruples  against   selling  chances,   she   says,   no  matter  how
small  nor  how  good  the  cause.     Therefore,   she  has  decl.ined
to  do  this  first  thing  asked  of  her.
If  you  were   one   of   the   other  new  members,   who  had  to  do
the  work  Stella  declined  to  do,  would  you:
{a}   tell  Stella   in  no  uncertain  terms   that  you  didnlt
believe  f or  a  minute  she  really  thought  it  was  wrong
to  sell  chances,  but  she  w'as   just  tziylng  to  chicken
out  of   something  she  didn't  want   to  do?
{b)   try   to  get  the   club  to.  vote   that  anyone  who  failed  to
perf orm  club  duties  would  be  put  out?
€c)   accept  the  fact   that  people  of  worth  have  to  abide
by  their  scruples  and  though  you  do  not  agree  with
her,  Stella  has  a  right  to  hers?
{d)   offer  to  swap  out  with  Stella  for  a   future  assignment
and  do  her  selling  on  this  one?
Andy  ls  on  a   committee  of '  the  Student   Council   to   judge
class  entries  in  a  poster  contest.     The  posters  are  all
exceedingly  good,   but  most  of   the  committee  favors  Mrs.
E:::gag;:tc±E::: £:::¥nf:rc::::tn::a:etheA#6oh:¥:¥:rfo
complete  funds  f op  a   class  project  they  have  been   plan-
ning  a  long  time.     More   than  that,  Mrs.  Martin  is  Andyts
English  teacher,  and  his  English  grade  is  more  or  less
in  the  balance.
If   you  were  Andy,   would  you:
{a)   insist   on  giving  the   award   to  Mrs.   FTartinls  class,
since  it  really  is  a  good  entry,  anyway?
{b)   be  st.rictly  objective  about   the  matter  and  refuse  to
consider  the  needs  of  the  class  or  yourself ?
(c)   concede   the  award  to  Mrs.   Eastm8nls   class,  but
register  your  vote  for  the  English t eachep's  class?
(d)   decide  that  the  majority  opinion  must  be  right  and
vote  with   them?
Joe  entered  the  Soap  Box  Derby  with  four  other  boys  f porn
his   community.     F&r.   Zimr7,terman,   who   took   the   boys   with
their  cars   through  the  inspection  lines  on ,the  day`before
the   race,   was   a  Well-known  businessman.     One  boyls   car
was   overweight,   and  the  inspection  agent  removed  a
heavy  board  I ron  the   seat.     Joe  was  astonished
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when  they  returned  their  cars  to  their  places  to  see
Mr.   Zimmerman  laughingly  replace   the  board  where  it
had  been.     He   then  produced  graphite  with  which  to''doctol."   the  wheels  of  all  the  boys'   cars  -  8n  illegal
procedure  designed  to  make  the  wheels  much  faster  than
normal,
If   you  were  Joe,   would  you:
(a)   let  him  go  ahead  and  put  graphite  in  your  wheels,
since  you  had  nothing  to  do  with  it?
(b)   report  the  entire  procedure  to  authorities?
(c)   refuse   to  let  your  wheels  be  doctoped?
(d)   give  the  group  a   lecture  on  competing  bonestly?
Joanls  parents  are  unable  to  give  her  the  #ho  necessary
for  her  to  go  to  the  beach.     Joanls  parents  are  not
apparently  any  harderup  than  any  other  parents,  and  so
far  as  she   can  see,   thel.e  is  noreason  other  than  stingi-
ness   to  keep   them  from  giving  her  this  money.     They
££¥:hts:gv:::'i€:Wex£:'h::atis:€3yi:ag:i::a¥Eed:g£Safter
school  closes.
If   you   were   Joan,  would  you:
(a)   conderm  your  parents  for  poor  management  and  tell
them  that  you  are   thoroughly  ashamed  that  they
cannot  aff ord  the   things  your  f fiends  have?
(b)   take  the  money  out   of   the   piggy  bank  and  go  onwben'      the   time  comes,   leaving  a   note  f or  your  stingy
parents?
(a)   low-rate  your  parents  to  your  friends  and  blame
them  f op  your  inability  to  go  along  with  the   othelis?
(d)   accept  the  explanation  your  parents  have  given  you
in  good  faith,  and  try  to  help  cut  expenses  so  that
their  f inancial  burden  will  be  less?
John  quickly  made  friends  with  Darrell,   a   new  student
who  had  just  moved  to   town.     John  liked   the  new  boyl;
parents,   too.     One  day,   however,   word  leaked  out  that
Darrellls  father  had  served  time  before  moving  to
this  town,  and  that  he  had  to  change  jobs  very  of ten
because  of   this.
If  you  were  John,  would  you:
(a)   drop  Darrell  like  a   hot  brick,  for f ear  of  ruining
your  reputation?
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{b)   spread  word  of  this  as  quickly  es  possible   so  that
others  would  realize  you  had  not  known  about  it
bef ore  end  would  not  connect  you  with  such  8   person?
(a)   ignore   t;he  rumor  entirely,  feeling  that  whether  or
not  it  was  true,   it  had  nothing  to  do  with  your
f riendshlp  with  Darrell?
(d)   champion  D8rrell  even  more,   openly  enlisting  your
f fiends  to  help  him  weather  this  cliff ieulty?
Dick  Was   quarter-back  on   the  I ootball  team.     The   new
coach  had  been  brought   to   the   school  primal.ily  because
the   school  had  had  several  losing  seasons  and  he  intended
to  beat  the  teamls  arch-rival  this  year  at  all  costs.
From  the  first,   he  made  it  clear  that,   as  the  boys  on
the  rival  team  had  consistently  played  rough  ball,   the
latter  would  employ  any  possible  techniques   -  legal  op
illegal   -   to  defeat  them.     He  even   showed  them  how  to
employ  illegal  tactics  without  detection.
If  you were  Dick,   would  you:
(a)   go  along  with  the  team  and  figure  the  rival  team  had
it   coming,   1f  you  could  get  away  with  it?
{b)   state  positively  and  openly   that  you  considered  such
an  attitude  unsportsm8nlike  and  disgraceful  and  you
would,  not  participate  in  illegal  tactics?
(c)   try  to  get  other  members  of  the   team  to  play  strictly
(a)  :¥s±£:  ::::S:he  team?
The  F.   H.  A.  member.s  have  been  asked   to  assist  with  door-
to-door  cemvassing  in  the  March-of -Dimes  Campaign.     It
was   obvious  that  no  one  really  wanted   to  undertake  the
task  and  no  one  volunteered  When  the  president  asked
about  it.
Granting  that  you  were  not  personally  opposed  to  the
campaign  on  general  principles,   1f   you  were   a  member,
would  you:
{a)   volunteer  immediately  as  you  fell  this   is   everyonels
responsibility?
(b)   decline  and  suggest   that   the   peciple  who  are   on  the
Campaign   Committee   do   the   solicitat;ion?
(c)   wait  and  see  if  anyone  else   decided  to  help?
{d)   try   to  encourage   everyone   to  help?
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10.     When   Joe   came   to   chemistl.y   class
I ound  a   dollar  bill  on  the  floor
else  had  ar.rived,   so  it  had  been
If   you  were  Joe,   would  you:
(a)   announce   that  you   had  found
lt  was?
{:i  g::eLttL::ot§:u:e;:::::  and
about  lt?
(d)   put  lt  into  your  pocket,   and
had  found  some  money   in   case
Monday  morning,   he
by  his   chair.     No  one
there  all  week-end.
some  money   and  ask  whose
say  nothing   to  anyone
tell  the  teacher  you
anyone  asked  about  it?
11.     Ed  and  John  were   on   the   way  home   I ron   school   when   they
came   on  a  revolting  scene.     "ro  of   their  friends  had
run   down  a   newcomer   -  a   Japanese  boy   -and   cornered
him,   and  they  were  beating  him,   apparently  for  no
reason  except  that  they  didn't  want  any  foreigners  ln
their  school.     Most  of   the  other  boys  had  picked  at
the  "Jap"   consldepebly,   but  this  was   the  first  time
anyone  had  physically  hurt  him.
If   you  were  Ed  and  John,   would  you:
{a)   run  for  the  Principal?
(b)   pile  in  and  stop  the  fight?
{c)   Stand  by  and  cheer  for  your  f fiends?
(d)   go   on  by  without  doing  anything,   since  it  was  none
of  your  business?
12.     Bob  is  water  boy  for  the  high  school  football  tearrh     After
pl.8ctlce  ln  theedternoon,   everyone  is  hot  and  thirsty.
Some   of   the   players  know  how  to  get  dr.inks   out   of   a   cold
drink  machine  without  using  coins,   and  they  always  help
themselves.      The  whole   team  knows   lt.     Most   of   them  do   it.
If   you  were  Bob,   would  you:
(a)   accept  drinks  from  them  andjust  be  one   of   the
fellows?
{b)   report   them   to   the   coach?
{c)   point  out   to  them  that  it  is  dishonest  and  try  to
( d)  g::3¥:d:h:hig!t€:ru::t¥::±¥?
13.     Burt  had  worked  on  the   school  newspaper  three  years,
doing  virtually  every  kind  of  work  to  be  done  on  it  at
one   time   op  another.     Everyone  expected  him  to  be  Editor
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for  his  senior  year,  but   the   sponsor  named  George,   a
gifted  student  who  had  shown  little  interest  in  the
paper.,   but  whom  the  sponsor.   thought   to  be   the  best
potential  Editor.
If  you  were  Burt,  would  you:
(a)   resign  entirely  and  have  no  more  to  do  with  the
p8 Per?
(b)   stay  on  the   staff ,   but  wol.k  against  the  Editor  in
every  possible  way?
(c)   pl'otest  to   the   sponsor  and/or  the  Principal  and
try  to  bl.ing  pressure  to  change  the  decision?
(d)   recognize  Geol.gels  ,superiority  and/or  the   sponsorls
authority,   and  continue  as  a   subordinate   oh   the
staff?
ILO     The   end  of   the   termls  here.     I.riiark  has  not  had  time   to
prepare  all  his  outside   reading  Iieports  which  are  due
tomorrow.     The   time   cannot  be   extended.
If   you  were  Mark,   would  you:
(a)   get'  a  friend  to  let  you  use  his  notes  and  make   the
reports  as  if  you  had  I.ead  all  the  books  and  articles?
(b)   quit  school  because   there  was  no  use   in   continuing
if  you  couldn't  flnlsh  the  work?
(c)   read  all  you  could,   report  on  lt,   and  take  tlhatever
cut  in  your  grade  was   necessary  because   of   the  things
you  couldnlt  read?
{d)   ask  the  Principal  to  require   the   teacher  to  give  you
more   time?
15.     Jack's  crowd  got  ln  trouble  for  leaving  school  to  go  to
the  drug  store  during  the  lunch  period.     Everyone  but
Jactf  was  given  a   three-day   suspension,  according  to
school  regulations.     Jack,  however,   was  not   caught,   as
he  managed  to   duck  out  of   sight  at  the  crucial  moment.
If  you  were  Jack,  would  you:
(a)   turn  yourself   in  and  take  your  punishment?
(b)   thank  your  lucky  stars  and  keep  mum?
(c)   make  atonement  by  working  especially   hard  from
now   On?
(d)   bribe   the  rest   of   the  gang  not  to  squealon  you?
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16.     Martha   comes   from  a   home  where  money  ls   scalice.     In
order  to  have  money  for  books,   1ncidentals  and  even
some  of  her  clothing,   Martha   has   taken  a   job  as   secre-
tary  to  an  English  teacher,  who  turns  ln  a  monthly
report   on  the   hours  Martha  works.     On  the  basis   of   this
report,   Martha   receives  8   check  from  the  Principal.s
office.     After  the  third  month,  Martha   discovered  that
the  teacher  had  been  padding  her  report  in  order  to
make   the   check  bigger,   because   she   knew  Martha   needed
the  money.
If  you  were  RErtha,   would  you:
{3}  :8€3::  €£:  gfa:::€  :3tn3:ey;::?responslbiiit%
(c)   ask  the  Principal  to  check  into  it?
(d)   tell   the  English  teacher  as  gI.aclously  as   possible
that  you  appreciated  her  gesture,   but  would  like  lt
better  lf  she  reported  only   the  hours  you  actually
worked?
17.     Sarah's  father  believes  dancing  is  Wrong.    In  fact,  he
believes  lt  so  strongly  that  he  has  expressed  himself
openly  on  the   subject  and  'the  entire  community  ls  well
aware   of  his  position.     Sarab  disagrees  with  her  father
and  feels  the.t  the  most  crucial  matter  in  her  life  at
this  moment  ls  whether  or  not  she  shall  be  able  to  attend
the  Junior  PI.om.
If  you  were  Sarah,   would  you:
our  fat;her  openly  and  attend  the  Prom?
out  and  attend  the  Prom  without  his   knowledge?
t  your  fatherts  ruling  as  inescapable  but  ''get
even     with   him   some   otheli   way?
(d)   acknowledge  your  father's  authority  and  I.espect
his   position?
18.     Tom  is  a   high  school  senior.     His  grades  have  been  only
slightly  above  average,   but  he  needs   to  make   the  highest
marks  he   Can  ln  order  to  obtain  admission  to   the  college
of  his   choice.     His   classmate,   Joe,   has  managed  to
filch  a   copy  of   the  final  m8th  exam  from  the   teacherls
desk,   and  off ered  to   show   lt   to   Tom.
If   you  were   Tom,   wiould  you:
(a)   gladly  accept   the   chance   to  see   the  questions?
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(b)   either  report  Joe  to  the  teacher  or  infer  to  the
teacher  that  there  might  be  a   copy  of   the  questions
circulating  without  identifying  Joe  as  the  one
responsible?
{c)   try  to  persuade  Joe   to  retul.n  the   stolen  paper  to
the   teacher?
(d)   decline,   -but   say  nothing   to  anyone  about  lt?
19.     Alice   and  M!ary  have  been  friends   since   fir.st  gliade   days.
Alice  has  always   found  school  work  easy;  Mary,   not   so
easy.     At  last,   the   time  has   come  when  Mary   can  no  longer
keep  up  wltb  the   class  without  help.     She  deliberlately
looks   on  Alice's   test  papers  for  her  answers,   and  copies
her  homewol.k  when   possible.
If  you  were  Alice,   would  you:
(a)  make  lt  as   easy  as  possible  for  Mary  to  copy  without
{b)  g:::::8t£:u£:#er  to  school  author.ities?
(c)   discuss  the  matter  with  Mary,   telling  her  firmly  you
will  not  tolerate  such  behavior?
(d)   have  nothing   to  say,   but  cover  your  papers   as  well
as   possible  and  consider   that  beyond  that  it  was
Mary's  business   lf   she  wanted  to  cheat?
20.     Student  elections  were  being  held  and  among  the   candi-
dates  for  president  were  Eileen.Appling  and  Bill
Snyder.     Eileen  was  not  much  of  a   student,   but   she  was
the  outstanding  basketball  player,   having  been  chosen
for  all-state   t;earns  three  years.     Her  character  was
even  less  than  her  scholastic  record,   and  it  was  well
known   that  most   students  would  have  been  expelled  f or
some  of  the  things  she  had  done.     In  spite  of  all  this,
her  fans  were  many,   and  lt  was  apparent  that  Bill
Snyder,   whose  grades  and  character  were  both  top  bracket
along  with  his  leadership  ability,   did  not  have  suffi-
cient  glamour  and  political  prowess  to  win  the  election.
If  you  were  a   student,  would  you:
{a)   vote  for  Bill  on  the  basis  of  his  obvious   superiority?
(b)   vote  for  Eileen  because  lt  was  the   thing  to  do  and
she  was   going  to  win  anyway?
{c)   refuse  to  vote,   since   to  vote  for  Eileen  would  be
a§:±Esfey::rL:::Sf±::::s;nd  to  vote  against  her
(d)   get  out  and  work  to  put  Bill  Snyder  in?
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Name
Residence:     city   {    )   town   (    )
countl.y   (   )
I.     How  many  children  al.e  there  in  your  f emily?
2.     How  many  rooms   are   there   in  your  home?
3.    What  ls  your  f8ther's   occupation?
L.     What  is  your  mother's  occupation?
5.     In  what  clubs  or  other  such  activltles  ls  your  father  active?
6®     In  what  'clubs  or  other  such  activities  ls  your  mother  active?
7.     How  much  formal   education  has  your  father?
8.     How  much  formal   education   has  your  mother?
9.     Does  your  family  read  together?
10.     Do  you  observe  any  religious  activities  as  8  family?
11.     Are  you  a   church  member?
12.     Do  your  parents  attend  church  regularly?
13.     In  your  home,   are   there  many  books?   (   )   more   thane  vera§::?i   )
1L.     What   per.1odicals   come  to  your  home  regularly,   either  by  sub-
scriptions  or  by  regular  purchase  from  the  stands?
15.    Has  either  of  your  parents  ever  instructed  you  to  tell  something
not  strictly  the  truth  for  any  reason,   or  suggested  that  you
do?
16.     Do  you  fe.el  your  parents   {either  or  both)   would  be  upset   to
discover  that  you  had  told  a   lie``or  cheated  to  any  extent  at  all,
1f  you  were  not  in  trouble  about  lt  and  no  one   else   seemed  to
be  hul.t  by  it?
17.     What  make  and  model   cars   does  your  family  own?
18.     Do  you  fe,el  your  allowance  is  adequate?
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19.     Upon  what  do  you  base  your  standsrd  of   right  and  wrong?
the   teachings  of  Christ  as  you  understand  them?   {   )
what   ls  oormonly  accepted  by  other  people  around  you?   (   )
what  will  be  most  profitable  to  you?   {   )
what  seems  most  likely  to  make  people  happy,   including
yourself ?   {   )     other?   {   )
20.    Hhat  three  things,  in  order  of   pref erence,   do  you  want  most
I ron lif e?
21.    What  three  things  do  you  most  fear?
22.    What  do  you  consider  your  three  greatest  assets?
23.    ftyhat  do  you  consider  your   three  gr,eatest  weaknesses?
2tr.     What   person  whom  you  know   or  have   known   do  you  most  .admire?
Why?
25.    REhat  person,   o`ther  than  Christ,   who  has   ever  lived,   do  you
most  admire?
Why?
